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Abstract
The objective of this thesis is to describe the factors that cause that users decide to
halt their innovative efforts. On the basis of a literature review a research question
and three propositions are defined. These propositions are empirically tested
through a survey in the WordPress extension development community. The three
propositions attempt to test whether benefit and cost factors could explain why user
innovators decide to stop their innovative efforts. None of the propositions were
confirmed by the regression tests. Normally this means that benefit and cost factors
are unimportant in the scope of the user’s decision. However, on the basis of this
research this is difficult to say. The author argues in the discussion chapter why he
continues to belief that benefit and cost factors have a major influence on the user
innovator’s decision to discontinue an innovative effort.
The main outcome of this research is that this phenomenon cannot be studied with
such an easy research method and that further qualitative research is needed. This
paper finishes with a suggestion for further inductive and qualitative case based
research. In order to obtain the desired insights into this phenomenon the
researchers need to have an in-depth understanding of the dynamics and nature of
the user innovator’s perception of costs and benefits in the context of user
innovation in an open source environment. Only when this complex context is
understood the factors that cause the user’s decision to stop an innovative effort
can be studied.
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1 Introduction
Two years ago we celebrated the ten years anniversary of Amacon.com, EBay, and
Yahoo!. These three companies are part of the first generation of Internet firms. With
the Internet not only new business opportunities were born, but also inexpensive
diffusion of information was enabled. This catalyzed the growth in the Free Software
and later the Open Source Software movement. Originally, the Free Software
movement started as a response to the rise of commercial and proprietary
software1; closely affiliated with the term Free Software is Open Source Software2.
Open source software is defines as software that the users can adapt, use, and
distribute without many restrictions3. WordPress, the empirical case of this thesis, is
a recent example of such an Open Source Software project that grew out of the
Internet.
However, WordPress is more than just Open Source Software. The WordPress
application has many opportunities for users to extent the functionalities beyond
those that are standard provided with the platform. The platform provides users that
want to extent the functionality with two options. First, they can download and
install an existing extension from the Internet. Second, they can design, develop and
implement their own extensions. The development of extensions can therefore be
seen as user innovations, in this case in an open source software community. The
extensions are created by hackers, which are people that create “quick-n-dirty”
solutions to problems or solve them in clever way. In other words, the term hackers
is taken very much as a compliment, referring to someone as being creative, having
the technical chops to get things done (Bausch, 2003). This is in contrast with the
popular press, which uses the term often to refer to computer criminals. In this
thesis the creative and technical endeavors of users are appreciated. Without the
hacking mentality the phenomenon of user innovation would have never existed.
User innovation refers to inventiveness of end-users of products (Von Hippel, 1988).
In many cases these users find uses for products beyond those intended by the
vendors of the products. User innovation will be a general theme in this thesis.

1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_software (Retrieved: June 3, 2007)

2

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_source (Retrieved: June 3, 2007)

3

http://www.opensource.org/docs/osd (Retrieved: June 3, 2007)
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User innovation can be defined as the phenomenon where users design, develop
and gain the rewards of their innovative work (Von Hippel, 1988). The user
innovation paradigm is the locus of many recent research efforts (e.g. Jeppesen and
Frederiksen, 2006; Franke and Shah, 2003; Von Hippel, 2005). In this research area
many articles have been published focusing on the role of lead users, toolkits for
user innovation, motivation for innovators, and the benefits and costs associated
with the innovative efforts. In this thesis I will focus on the factors that cause that
users halt their innovative efforts. Understanding the nature of the obstacles that
users face during their innovative efforts is the key to comprehend how to
encourage innovative users to continue their innovative processes. The central
question in this thesis will be:
What are the obstacles that cause users to stop innovating?
The WordPress case presents the opportunity to study the obstacle that users
within the WordPress community face during their innovative efforts. This case is
particularly suited since user innovators have a whole array of the technical
equivalent of toolkits for innovation to their disposal. To my knowledge there is no
literature that describes the obstacles that users face in detail. Through a survey in
the WordPress community, I will attempt to obtain data that will help to describe the
obstacles that limit users to effectuate their innovative ideas and how they relate to
the costs and benefit-side of the innovative effort.
I will present the results of an exploration of the factors behind the phenomenon of
users that discontinue their innovative efforts. At the basis of this exploration is a
review of the user innovation and Open Source Software literature. The propositions
that result from this review are tested empirically with data, which I collected
through a survey in the WordPress extension development community. In addition
to investigating the causes that result in users stopping their innovative efforts, a
second aim of this thesis is to test whether it is possible to do such an investigation
with a simple research tool such as a survey, which is regularly used research tool in
user innovation studies.

4

1.1 Structure of thesis
The thesis is structured as follows. In chapter 2 I will start with introducing the
empirical WordPress case. This introduction will include a description of the history
of the WordPress application, the open source community surrounding the
application, a technical description and the opportunities for user innovations. In the
following chapter, the research question and three propositions will be formulated
on the basis of the literature in the first part of the chapter. The three propositions
will be tested empirically. The methodology of the empirical tests is presented in
chapter 4. This chapter explains and motivates the research design, the data
gathering processes and the used analyses methods. In chapter 5 the findings of
our empirical analyses will be presented. These findings will be discussed in chapter
6. In the last chapter I will conclude this thesis with a reflection of the results of this
research.
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2 WordPress case description
WordPress is a content management system tailored for creating and maintaining
weblogs, an online journal publishing style that emerged since the second half of the
1990s. The software helps users to setup a weblog, to post articles, to facilitate
commenting by readers, to edit previous posts and comments, and other
reoccurring tasks. Later in this chapter I will provide a more extensive description of
the WordPress functionalities.
There are three different appearances of WordPress, each are aimed at different
audiences. The original appearance is an open source software package, which is
available for users to download at www.wordpress.org. This is aimed at users that
would like to setup, modify and administer the application themselves. In order to
use this, users need to have access to an Internet hosting environment that meets
the environment requirements. Competing weblog applications are for example
MovableType, ExpressionEngine and b2evolution. The second appearance is a
hosted weblog service, which is available via www.wordpress.com. This service
competes with other weblog vendors such as for example Google’s Blogger and
SixAparts’ TypePad. This means that the user will not have any responsibilities for
installing and updating the software. The only thing that a user – or weblogger –
needs to do before he can start publishing is to create an account. The third
appearance is a derivative of the second version.

In order to use the original

WordPress application as a hosted weblog service various changes to the original
code base were needed. The third appearance is a release of the software behind
this hosted service, so that others can take advantage of this setup. This occurrence
is named WordPressMU, which stands for WordPress Multi-User. Figure 1
summarizes the three appearances and gives examples of the users.
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Figure 1:

Products based on WordPress

Version
WordPress.org

Characteristics
Individual website owners that
are responsible for installation,
hosting and maintenance
themselves.

Example of a website on this version
Jeffrey Zeldman at
http://www.zeldman.com/
Natalie Shell at http://www.natalieshell.com

WordPress.com

A hosted service where users
have no responsibility for
installation, hosting and
maintenance of the software.

Nicolai Foss and Peter Klein at
http://organizationsandmarkets.com/

WordPressMU

Similar to WordPress.com with
the difference that not the
WordPress.com webmaster,
but another webmaster is
responsible for installation,
hosting and maintenance.

Harvard Law at http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/

Source: Donkers (2007)

The aim of this chapter is to give the reader a clear overview of the WordPress case
in relation to the concept of open source software and user innovation. I will start
with a general note on open source software, after which a historical overview of
WordPress’ development will follow. Next the community around WordPress will be
discussed; this will include a description of the company that leads and manages
the development of WordPress. I will finish with a detailed product description,
which includes a discussion of the product architecture and the opportunities for
innovation of this architecture.

2.1 Open Source Software and WordPress
The WordPress application is open source software according to the definition of
the Open Source Initiative4. The basic idea behind open source is simple; open
source software means that copyright license allows programmers to read, to
modify, and to redistribute the source code. The Open Source Initiative formulates
this in the “Open Source Definition” a ten-principle distribution guideline, which
includes ten criteria open source software must comply with5. The essence of the
those ten criteria are that the license shall not restrict any party of selling or giving
away the software as a component of an aggregate software distribution, the source
code should be included at all times, and derived works are allowed. Furthermore,

4

http://wordpress.org/about/ (Retrieved: March 12, 2007)

5

http://www.opensource.org/docs/osd.pdf (Retrieved: March 12, 2007)
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the license should not restrict anybody to make use of the software, should not be
specific to a particular product and should not be predicated on any individual
technology or style of interface6. WordPress is distributed under the GNU General
Public License version 2 (hereafter abbreviated as GPL), a license that complies with
the Open Source Initiative’s definition7. The reason that open source software needs
a license is to limit those that intend to restrict the freedoms of the general public in
doing so8.

2.2 WordPress’ history
The WordPress project started on January 24, 2003 with a note, titled “The Blogging
Software Dilemma” by Matt Mullenweg at his website9. Matt, who later became the
lead developer of the project, outlined the dilemma he was facing. B2/cafelog, the
software he used to manage his weblog, had not been updated for months, while
many new developments in the weblog software were happening. In order to take
advantage of those new developments, he could either adopt another application to
maintain his weblog or branch off a new application from the b2/cafelog code base.
Though other applications included all the features that he could ever wish, he could
not – for political reasons – agree with licenses under which those applications were
published. Thus, Matt decided to branch off his new application from b2/cafelog;
the license under which b2/cafelog was published allowed him to do so. He started
the project with the vision to create an easy to use application that users could
modify and adjust and was easy to use to meet their particular needs. His work
resulted in the WordPress software, which is distributed under the GNU General
Public License.

2.2.1 Development and growth of WordPress
After Matt Mullenweg’s post in January 2003 the development of WordPress
started. The application was build on the code base of b2/cafelog. The foundation
of the whole application is build upon some widely adapted Internet technologies.

6

http://www.opensource.org/docs/osd.pdf (Retrieved: March 12, 2007)

7

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/gpl-license.php (Retrieved: March 12, 2007)

8

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html (Retrieved: March 12, 2007)

9

http://photomatt.net/2003/01/24/the-blogging-software-dilemma/ (Retrieved: March 12, 2007)
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In Figure 2 the releases of WordPress are listed. The first pre-releases were
published during the spring and summer 2003, a few months after the development
started. A year after Matt Mullenweg’s initial message, the first full release
“WordPress 1.0 Miles Davis” was published. Since 1.0 all the major releases are
named after jazz legends reflecting the passion of the core development team for
jazz music. Since the early releases, every release included a range of
improvements and new features. Also, the popularity of WordPress as the software
to manage weblogs grew over the years. This growth can be measured by the
number of downloads of each version. Figure 3 shows the estimated average of
downloads per week for each of the most recent versions10. The exact numbers are
unavailable, but this estimation is based on observations of the download counter11,
which are archived in the Internet Archive,12 and own observations of WordPress’
download counter. The chart shows that the average number of downloads per
week grew every release. However, those numbers can easily be misinterpreted
since download is not equivalent to installations; for example one person can
download more than copy of the software. An important moment of growth for
WordPress came in June 2004 when SixApart13 changed the licensing structure of
its MovableType weblog software. Following this change many MovableType
webloggers changed to WordPress and from this point onwards many new
webloggers started with WordPress. The shift can be explained by the nature of the
software licenses. The license allows everybody to build new applications on the
WordPress code base – remember how WordPress started based upon the
b2/cafelog code base. MovableType was released for free, but has never been open
source or free software, but it was ‘free enough’ for most users14.
In January 2007, the WordPress core development team committed itself to a
frequent release schedule; upcoming releases are mentioned in Figure 2 in grey at
the bottom of the table.

10

The exact numbers are not available; the data is an educated estimation.

11

Available at http://www.wordpress.org/download/counter/ (Retrieved: June 7, 2007)

12

http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://wordpress.org/download/counter/ (Retrieved: June 7, 2007)

13

SixApart is another vendor of weblog software.

14

http://diveintomark.org/archives/2004/05/14/freedom-0 (Retrieved: June 7, 2007)
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Figure 2:

WordPress releases
Date

Version

May 27, 2003

First WordPress available

June 9, 2003

WordPress 0.71

October 11, 2003

WordPress 0.72

January 25, 2004

WordPress 1.0 – Miles Davis

May 22, 2004

WordPress 1.2 – Charles Mingus

February 14, 2005

WordPress 1.5 – Billy Strayhorn

December 31, 2005

WordPress 2 – Duke Ellington

October 23, 2006

WordPressMU 1.0

January 15, 2007

WordPress 2.1 – Ella Fitzgerald

April 23, 2007

WordPress 2.2 – Stan Getz

August 20, 2007

WordPress 2.3

November 26, 2007

WordPress 2.4
Donkers (2006)

Figure 3: Average WordPress downloads per week

Donkers (2006)

WordPressMU and WordPress.com
The development of WordPressMU, the application behind WordPress.com, is very
identical to standard WordPress distribution, the developers estimates that the code
base of the applications is identical for approximately 95 to 99 percent15. The hosted
weblog community at has approximately 780.000 users16. There are no specific
numbers available of the number of WordPressMu users available. Regardless of
the absence of those numbers, the application seems to be adopted by prominent
users like Harvard University, Time Warner, and Le Monde, a French newspaper.
15

http://mu.wordpress.org/faq/ (Retrieved: March 20, 2007)

16

http://www.wordpress.com/ (Retrieved: March 20, 2007)
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In this thesis, WordPressMU and WordPress.com will not be discussed. The
WordPressMU application is essentially a modification and redistribution of the
original stand-alone version. WordPress.com is a service provided by Automattic Inc
(see section 2.3.1) powered by WordPressMU.

2.3 Community
The WordPress community is a very broad community, with various subcommunities. In this section the community will be described. First, I will start with
the company that owns and manages the WordPress trademark, then the
development community will be described, next the documentation and support
community, and finally the plug-in, theme, and hack community.

2.3.1 Automattic Inc.
Automattic Inc. is a so-called life-style company similar to some companies in for
example the surfing and snowboard communities. Life-style firms are firms that
initially started as a hobby of the founder(s), but overtime became their profession.
Furthermore, their values and interests are rooted in the community in which they
were born (Shah, 2005). The development of WordPress started out of the belief
that there was a need for a good piece of weblog software published under the
General Public License (GPL). This started as a hobby, but ended in professional
involvement of the founder and others. The company was founded in August 2005,
roughly 2.5 year after the development of WordPress started. Today the firm has ten
employees; received $1.1 million in venture capital funding17, and a former Yahoo!
Vice President is CEO18.

Product portfolio
The business model of Automattic Inc. is based upon a mixture of various projects
and services. First the group of projects is related to WordPress. First, the company
is leading the development of the open source WordPress distribution that is
available through its community portal site: http://wordpress.org. This includes
17

http://www.guardian.co.uk/weekend/story/0,,1939065,00.html (Retrieved: March 8, 2007)

18

http://www.schneidersf.com/cv.html (Retrieved: March 8, 2007)
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everything related to distribution, documentation, support and extensions (themes
and plug-ins) of the WordPress and WordPressMU software packages. Everything
related to WordPress.org is freely available to everyone. A second product related to
WordPress is the hosted weblog service at WordPress.com. This is an installation of
WordPressMU that does not require any technical skills from the users, who can
register themselves and start their weblog immediately. The basic service is free, but
additional services are available for purchase. A third, but minor, pillar of the
WordPress related projects are extensions for WordPress such as plug-ins, widgets
and themes.
The second group of project is indirectly related to WordPress. First of all the firm
leads the development of an open source discussion forum application names
bbPress. This forum was initially developed to use host the WordPress support and
integrates very well its sister package: WordPress. Also the architecture – plug-ins
and themes – is very similar to WordPress. Secondly, the firm managers an antispam service called Akismet. This helps webloggers to keep spam out of their
comments; a plug-in for this service is included in all WordPress downloads by
default. Plug-ins are available for other application and libraries for developers so
that they can their own applications using the Akismet service. The service is free for
private use, but more extensive commercial packages are available for other cases.
In addition to the these project the company provides enterprise-level support for
large-scale users of WordPress and WordPressMU. This service is provided by the
core development team and is available for either $2.500 or $5.000 per contact per
year. ‘Per contact’ means that the fee is based on an annual fee per client contact
that interacts with the Automattic’s staff; this means that when a client would like to
have more of their staff interacting with Automattic Inc. they will have to purchase
more contracts.
In summary, the Automattic Inc. has a portfolio of various projects and services.
They are either related to the open source WordPress application or are products
and services that evolved from challenges that they faced as WordPress was
growing. The company derives income form premium services related to those
products and service contracts.
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2.3.2 Developers and tester community
Two key employees of Automattic Inc., Ryan Boren and Matt Mullenweg, lead the
development of WordPress. Besides them a six active contributors and six
developer emeriti are mentioned on the main WordPress community website;
however, at the less prominent wiki website a complete overview of people and
groups that contributed code can be found19. Nevertheless, code contributions only
represent a limited view of the developers of a software package like WordPress.
People that volunteer time and effort to test ‘nightly builds’, beta versions, and
release candidates make important contributions in open source software as well.
These testers complement the effort of developers to build flawless software.
Developers only have time to test their code in a limited number of environments,
but testes broader these environments extensively, especially since they deploy
WordPress in environments similar to typical settings in which WordPress will be
used20. Thus, the open source WordPress is the product of the collaborative work of
the community, which includes the developers and the testers that file bug reports.

2.3.3 Documentation and support community
Every commercial product or services that one purchases from a commercial
vendor is accompanied by (some) documentation and customer support. The
documentation and support services related to WordPress are organized similar to
the development of the software itself, to be more specific: they are organized
through a collaborative effort of the community. ‘Super’ users moderate both the
documentation Codex and the support forum, but the community creates the
content. The main responsibility of ‘super users’ is to maintain the quality of the
documentation and the support forum.

WordPress Codex
The WordPress Codex – the official documentation – is based upon MediaWiki, the
same software that hosts encyclopedia WikiPedia. Every member of the WordPress
community is, after registration, able to contribute and to edit to the WordPress
documentation. The Codex provides information for users of all levels and is

19

http://codex.wordpress.org/Copyright_Holders (Retrieved: March 12, 2007)

20

http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=6765603919277760697 (Retrieved: March 9, 2007)
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structured by themes, like: “Getting Started”, “Working with WordPress”, “Design
and Layout”, “Advanced Topics”, “Troubleshooting” and “Developer Docs”. It also
includes extensive descriptions of how to contribute to the various projects in the
community. The Codex can be found at: http://codex.wordpress.org/.

Support Forum
The support forums work every simple. Every registered user can ask a question to
other community members and other users answer these questions. The questions
are organized in various subject related threads. Moreover, every question is
tagged. Tags describe or indicate the topic of a particular question; they can be
helpful by identifying similar questions as a later stage. One of the advantages of a
support forum compared to for example email support is that all the previously
solved or unsolved questions are available to the users. This means that it is often
easy for users to find their answers, so that they do not have to add their own
question to the forum. Furthermore, users are also motivated to do their research
before they ask a question to the community; the community does not appreciate
questions with answers that can be found easily. The support forums can be found
at: http://wordpress.org/support/.

2.3.4 Plug-in, theme developers, and hackers
Although its users develop WordPress, there is a significant group of users that
does not contribute to the project and solely uses it for their own purposes. In order
to implement WordPress successfully, they will – in many cases – have to engage in
some theme (lay-out of the public website) and plug-in development or modification.
A smaller number of users will engage in hacking practices, which means adding
functionalities to WordPress that are not included in the standard distribution; some
of the hacks can potentially be realized with plug-ins. All the three activities have in
common that they involve some sort of innovative activity of the end users. In their
quests they will relay heavily on the documentation and support forum that are
discussed in the previous section. Many of the innovation in the scope of themes,
plug-ins and hacks are shared with the community via private weblogs or
community portals like the Codex21. In the various overviews of the developed plug21

Plug-ins via http://codex.wordpress.org/Plugins#Plugins_by_category (Retrieved: May 29, 2007) and themes via

http://wordpress.org/extend/themes/ (Retrieved: May 29, 2007)
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ins and themes we can see how diverse the nature of the innovations are. Users
have developed plug-ins for everything from site administrative purposes to plug-ins
for integration with third party web services like Google’s AdWords and Amazon’s
web services. Themes are also available in all kind of different site layout types.
The innovative activities that the plug-in and theme developers and hackers do can
be seen as the user innovations in open source software user communities; they
build their innovations on the basis of the official releases of WordPress. In this
thesis, I will look at the barriers that these users face in their innovation process; an
extensive discussion of innovative activities by users will follow in literature review in
chapter 3.

2.4 Technical description of WordPress
In this section, I will start with highlighting the features of WordPress, then I will
continue describing the technical architecture of the package and finally I will outline
the innovative opportunities of the WordPress architecture.

2.4.1 WordPress’ features
WordPress is a software application with an extensive list of functionalities. The
purpose of this section is to provide the reader with a solid conceptualization of the
product; therefore I will discuss the various functionalities in broad terms and omit
the details.

The core functionality of the application can be categorized in six

distinct groups, these are:
•

Managing and administrating a weblog, which means building a
framework on which all other functionalities rely. This involves facilitating
interactions between the database and the various interfaces that users and
visitors use. Furthermore, we could think about functionalities like user
management; user management is necessary to grant editing and
contributing permissions to people.

•

Creating content includes everything from creating and editing of articles,
pages and drafts. Furthermore, WordPress includes categorization, post by
email, and uploading files and images capabilities.

15

•

Customizing the design of the weblog via the build-in template engine. This
allows website owners to change the lay-out of their website by simply
adding and selecting a new template. This enables the website owner to
build a site in-line with the branding of other components of his
communication strategy. Furthermore, website owners can extend the core
functionalities with plug-ins, this allows them to configure their website in
virtually everything every possible way.

•

Discussion and comments are important subjects for webloggers, who like
to respond to ideas, observations and opinions of other webloggers.
WordPress allows visitors of the page to leave comments at posts or pages.
An important feature in the scope of commenting is moderation of the
comments; in some cases comments can be insulting for other users and the
website owner might like to avoid this. Moreover, the moderation of
comments is also important in the scope of comment spam; a form of spam
that is focused on adding links – with the aim to direct traffic to the
advertised website.

•

Searching and archiving. WordPress helps to archive articles in two
different ways. First, all articles are archived by the month they were
published. The second method of organizing articles is based upon the
categories that a post is published in. The visitor of the weblog can find
archived post by following either the month or category structure. In
addition, the visitors can perform a free search (similar to a Google search) to
find the content they are looking for.

•

Promoting the content. WordPress supports all the standards for
broadcasting or inter-weblog communication that are common in the
weblogging community. The aim of broadcasting and inter-weblog
communication is to attract more readers to a particular website.

Screenshots
The public ‘face’ of a typical weblog powered by WordPress looks like as is shown
in the screenshot in Figure 4. The screenshot is taken from an archive page of the
website. On the left-hand-side a list of all the articles in the in the category
‘creativity’ is shown. On the right-hand-side a few static pages are listed and below
the monthly archives. Further down, below the monthly archives category based
archives can be found.
16

Figure 4:

Screenshot – Weblog archive

Donkers (2007)

In the second screenshot (Figure 5) the administrative interface of the application is
shown. The presented page is used to add a new article to the weblog. On the lefthand-side a menu is shown with the different components of all the tasks a user can
perform; in this case the tasks that are available to the admin users, other users
might have granted access to less options. In the middle a form is shown that can
be used to add an article to the site, below a file can be uploaded, and on the righthand-side categories can be selected and added and other parameters for this
article can be set.
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Figure 5:

Screenshot – Admin interface

Donkers (2007)

2.4.2 Product architecture
WordPress’ architecture consists of four different layers, which are shown in Figure
6. The first layer is a MySQL database in which all the data is stored; this includes
everything from articles to comments and user information users. The second layer
is an interaction layer between the database and the user. This layer is powered by
PHP, which is an open source scripting language. A scripting language is a simple
programming language that allows to line-up the execution of series of computers
commands. In the WordPress case, the PHP processes all the requested PHP files
before they are shown in the visitor’s web browser.
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Figure 6:

WordPress’ four action layers

The third layer consists of four different elements. The first element are “themes”,
they make sure that the webpage is shown to the visitor as the designer intended.
The output of the PHP process (layer 2) and the selected design are send to the
visitor’s browser, where they are combined so that the website is styled when
presented to the visitor in the browser. The hacks.php file extends the functionality
of the core WordPress application; the commands in this actions will be the last that
will be executed before the page in send to the visitor’s/admin’s web browser.
Generally speaking, hacks have pre-mature character and might just work in that
particular configuration. Plug-ins are a more mature form of those hacks. The major
difference between hacks and plug-ins is that plug-ins interacts with the plug-in API
(Application Programming Interface)22, where hacks are quick-n-dirty solutions to
problems. The last element of this layer is slightly different than the before, it is
called XML-PRC and used by third party software (like recent versions of Microsoft
Word) to interact with the PHP layer and the database. Technical the hacks.php and
the XML-PRC are part of the core WordPress code but they are mentioned
separately because they allow users to build innovative uses on the WordPress
platform without modifying the core code.
22

An application programming interface (API) is a source code interface that a computer system or program library

provides to support requests for services to be made of it by a computer program (retrieved from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/API at June 7, 2007).
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The fourth layer is what users actually see in their browser or other third party
application in case XML-PRC is used. This is either the public webpage that visitors
of the website see, the administrative interface that the owner of the website uses to
publish, or external applications that interact with the application through the XMLPRC functionality.
Every time visitors or administrators visit the site (public or the administrative site)
they make a request to the PHP layer (layer 2). Typically, in case of clicking on a link
to an article, the PHP layer will make a database request (layer 1). The result of this
database request will be brought back to the PHP layer (layer 2) where it will be
prepared for answering the visitor’s request by combining it with the necessary
plug-ins and selected theme (layer 3). The result will be presented in the visitor’s
web browser (layer 4). A graphical overview of this process is presented in Figure 7.

Figure 7:

Request flow through various layers

Donkers (2006)

2.4.3 Innovative opportunities of the WordPress architecture
In this section, I will discuss the opportunities that users have to their disposal to
extend the WordPress applications by adding their own pieces of code or
modifications. The various elements of the third layer – as discussed in the previous
section and illustrated in Figure 6 – offer various opportunities for users to innovate.
However, there is one opportunity outside the realm of this layer. This opportunity
we can best refer to as ‘open source’. I will start with discussing the innovative
opportunities that the open source license offers the user. Thereafter, I will continue
to discuss the opportunities of three elements of the third layer, namely themes,
plug-ins and hacks; XML-PRC will be ignored since it is beyond the scope of this
thesis.
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Open Source
For users open source software is the functional equivalent of an advanced expert
toolkit for user innovations (Von Hippel and Von Krogh, 2003); this means that users
have all freedom to modify the software to suit their needs. Users are empowered to
use the WordPress source code in all ways they desire, as long as the modified
software is published under the same license; it is not required to publish the
modification. In practice this means that somebody could take the WordPress
source code and build and distribute a new application under a new name; in fact
WordPress evolved along this way when the developers took the b2/cafelog code
base and build WordPress on top of it. In summary, open source allows users to use
the source code in any possible way, as long as they respect the original copyright
license. This provides users with all the freedoms they need to effectuate their
innovative ideas.

Themes
Through themes users have full control over the presentation of the their website. In
it most simple form a theme is a template, which ensures that a website’s
presentation is confirm the design style guidelines of the website owners
organization. A theme modifies the way the site is displayed in the visitor’s browser,
without modifying the underlying software. Various themes are stored in a therefore
devoted directory, and users can easily switch between the different themes in the
admin interface of WordPress. A complete theme contains various template files
with the necessary scripting code, image files and style sheets. However, there are
no limits for the number of template files, image files and style sheets. Also there are
few guidelines about how they should be used. The only important requirement for a
theme is the so-called: “The Loop”. Everything within the loop – which has a start
and an end statement – will be used for each article on a particular page. Through
creative use of The Loop and template files users can customize every specific
elements of the website’s presentation and thereby create their unique experience
for their visitors23.
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http://codex.wordpress.org/Using_Themes (Retrieved: March 19, 2007),

http://codex.wordpress.org/The_Loop (Retrieved: March 19, 2007),
http://codex.wordpress.org/The_Loop_in_Action (Retrieved: March 19, 2007)
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In summary, the themes allow WordPress users to create their unique experience
for their visitors. This can be as simple as website within the scope of the
organization’s brand layout guidelines or can include many innovative uses of the
themes so that the visitor has a unique experience at the different parts of the
website. The creative possibilities of users are only limited by the imagination of the
users.

Plug-ins
A WordPress plug-in is a program, or a set of one or more functions, written in the
PHP scripting language, that adds a specific set of features or services to the
WordPress website, which can be seamlessly integrated with the website using
access points and methods provided by the WordPress Plug-in Application
Program Interface (API).24 The API is a toolbox that allows users to interact with the
core WordPress program. This toolkit is equivalent to an advanced toolkit (Thomke
and Von Hippel, 2002); however, it is more limited that the ‘open source’ (Von Hippel
and Von Krogh, 2003). User innovators, that wish WordPress could do something
but that is not included, have the opportunity to build the desired functionality into
WordPress. Many plug-ins are shared with the community and available via the
various WordPress plug-in repositories on the Internet (e.g.: http://www.wpplugins.com/); thus, users can always decide to use or to alter a plug-in shared by
someone else.
In summary, users are motivated to develop a plug-in when they would like
WordPress to function in a way it does not. Users can add or alter the WordPress
processes by developing a plug-in. Essentially, this provides the user innovators
with the opportunity to tune WordPress so that it fulfills their specific needs.

Hacks
In contrast with the previous elements themes and plug-ins, hacks are not a
supported feature of WordPress. However, the WordPress developers acknowledge
that users find quick-n-dirty solutions to alter the system in a particular way. Since
the developers understand this desire of users, they included a little help for the
hackers in core WordPress application. Users can activate an option to include the

24

http://codex.wordpress.org/Writing_a_Plugin (Retrieved: March 17, 2007)
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my-hacks.php file, which is the support for hackers that the developers of
WordPress build into the core code. This file holds supplemental routines that are
processed before the page is send to the visitor’s web browser25. Thus, users can
use this hacking support to alter the output in the final stage of displaying the article
to the visitors (see Figure 7). Overtime, many hacks – that have proven to be useful –
evolve into WordPress plug-ins. In other words, this innovation option is mainly used
for those that are too lazy to build a complete plug-in and rather build a solution that
works for them at that moment.

2.5 Summary
WordPress is a GPL open source software application for administrating and
maintaining weblogs and simple websites. The application is built upon the code
base of an earlier application with similar, but more limited, functionalities. Today
WordPress is one of the most popular software applications available. On the basis
of the open source application, the company that leads the development Automattic
Inc. builds a commercial business. They offer two WordPress directly related
services, which are a hosted weblog service via the website www.wordpress.com
and technical support service to corporate users of weblogs, and some indirectly
related services and projects. In this thesis I will refer to the open source standalone version of WordPress when I use the name, unless mentioned otherwise.
The technical architecture of the WordPress applications opens up the opportunities
for user innovation. The users have various toolkits (or functional equivalents) they
can use to innovate to their disposal, these are: the open source nature of the
application, a theme toolkit, a plug-in toolkit, a minor support for hacking and a third
party interface. In this thesis the focus will be on the first three innovative
opportunities.
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3 Innovation Management and the Users
The aim of this chapter is to provide the reader with an overview of the for our
research relevant literature in user innovation and open source software
development. On the basis of this literature review the research question will be
defined and motivated. Also, the three propositions that will be tested later in this
thesis will be put forward.
This chapter is structured as follows. First, I will define the term (user) innovation, as
it will be used in this thesis. Second, I will discuss why users matter in innovation
processes. Third, I will discuss the benefits and costs of user innovation with toolkits
extensively. Fourth, the research question and the propositions will be defined and
motivated. These propositions will be tested in later chapters in this thesis.

3.1 Definition of innovation
Before we dive into the core of this thesis, the terms ‘innovation’ and ‘user
innovation’ need to be defined. Furthermore, user innovation needs to be
distinguished from a user ‘adaptation’. In this thesis I will refer to the following
concepts when I use the terms ‘innovation’ and ‘user innovation’. Afuah (1998)
defined innovation as the product of invention and commercialization or in more
specific terms: “To be an innovation, an idea must be converted into a product or
service that customers want. Coming up with the idea or prototype – invention – is
one thing. Championing it, shepherding it, and nurturing it into a product or service
that

customer’s

want

is

another.

Innovation

entails

both

invention

and

commercialization”. This is a definition of innovation that is useful in a manufacturercustomer paradigm. However, it is futile in the user innovation paradigm. The
traditional definition of ‘commercialization’ where a company delivers a service in
return of a monetary compensation is not very common in the user paradigm.
Instead, in the user innovation paradigm users design, develop and gain the rewards
of their innovative work, which might be as little as adapting it to the user’s
particular need(s) in a novel way. Thus, innovation in the user innovation paradigm is
the combination of the user’s inventive work and the process of harvesting the
rewards for this work; in section 3.3.1 the various types of rewards – monetary and
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non-monetary – will be discussed in detail. It is important to note that the user of a
product is determined by what they are doing with the product. In other words, the
term is not limited to individuals, but also can be used to refer to groups and/or
firms. In this thesis I will use the term innovation as defined in the user innovation
paradigm, where users gain the rewards of the by them developed novel extensions.
The user innovation concept can be easily be misunderstood and confused with
simple adaptation of a product. If the user adapts an existing product in a novel way
this might be an innovation, but in many cases it will not be an innovation. In our
case, which will be presented in the next chapter, the adaptation of the application
can be understood along the lines of configuring beyond the standard configuration
or implementing an existing plug-in, theme or hack. Innovations will be those
improvements where users had to make a non-standardized effort in order to unveil
additional value from the application.

3.2 Why users matter in innovation
Innovations are born throughout the entire economic system; with this I mean that
manufacturers, suppliers and users are all substantial sources of innovation. The
broadly accepted definition of innovation is that it combines invention and
commercialization of the invention. In other words, innovations are only those
inventions that yield commercial benefits for the inventor. In contrast with this
definition, Von Hippel (1988) argued that commercial benefits are not necessarily
related to innovation; for example, he argued that innovators could benefit from their
innovations in non-monetary ways (e.g as in sports). Based upon this insight he
defined three functional relationships through which inventors derive benefits from
their inventions. The three types of innovation he introduced are:
•

User innovations: The innovator benefits from using the invention.

•

Manufacturer innovations: The innovator benefits from manufacturing a
product.

•

Supplier innovations: The innovator benefits from supplying components or
materials necessary to build or use the innovation.

Von Hippel’s – and later research – showed that the three different categories are all
substantial sources innovations. Jeppesen and Frederiksen (2006) adapt a table
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from Shah’s (2003) unpublished doctoral thesis that shows that across various
industries26 the source of innovations can be both in the user, manufacturer or
supplier’s domain. Due to the strong emphasis on user innovation in the WordPress
case the ‘user’ category will be the unit of analysis.
There are various explanations of the user’s incentives to innovate (later in this
chapter this will be discussed extensively). In his categorization, Von Hippel (1988)
argued that a characteristic of the ‘user innovation’ category that the user innovator
expects to derive benefits from using the invention. The users are motivated to
innovate since suitable solutions for their specific needs are not available. Therefore,
users have incentives to create the solution for their specific needs themselves,
since manufacturers generally work with products tailored to the typical user in a
certain market segment and ignore the heterogeneity of the customer population
(Franke and von Hippel, 2003). Thus, the conventional product portfolio strategy of
manufacturers may fail to target the heterogeneity of the customer population. In
many cases users will not have enough motivation or will be incapable of innovating
and developing a suitable solution for themselves. Thus in cases were users do not
adapt the existing solutions their needs may be either over- or undershot; there may
be many reasons why manufacturers decide not to target the unfulfilled market
segments. The situation of under or over served customers is at the foundation of
Christensen’s (2003) disruptive innovation theory. His research showed that the
business models of market entrants are potentially disruptive for the incumbents.
The business model of those entrants are based upon a different skills and
motivation than those of the incumbents. In other words, the business models of the
entrants are ‘leaner’ than those of the incumbents. The market entrants that start
with targeting the undershot customers will almost certainly expand into higher and
more profitable market segments.
Two conclusions can be made from this section. First, users do sometimes innovate
especially when expecting to derive benefits from the use of their innovation.
Second, users whose needs are not met by market offerings may potentially be a
source of disruptive innovations, which may have serious consequences for the
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Included industries: Petroleum processing, Computer innovations 1944-1962, Chemical processes and process

equipment, scientific instruments, semiconductor and electronics subassembly manufacturing equipment and wire
stripping and connector attachment equipment.
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future of incumbent firms. Thus, if firms want to avoid that their business models are
disrupted or that customers turn away because they create the needed solutions
themselves, they should pay attention to the market side of the innovation process.
Users are ultimately deciding which innovations fail or succeed.

3.3 Cost and benefits in the Toolkits concept
We saw that users have a substantial influence in whether innovations will fail or
succeed. In this thesis the focus will be on the users that are motivated by the fact
that standard market offerings are inferior to what they can do themselves, in the
light of the requirements they set for a specific product, process or service need. A
significant reason why standard market offerings are not good enough is that users
and manufactures might have difficulties communicating about the solution for a
particular problem the users are dealing with. In the literature this is referred to as
‘sticky information’. “Sticky information” is information that it is costly to
communicate between users and manufacturers and visa versa (Von Hippel, 1994).
In order to reduce the cost of this information transfer companies may introduce
toolkits for user innovation. The following two types of toolkits can be distinguished
(Thomke and von Hippel, 2002):
•

Toolkits for mass customization: These are basic toolkits that allow users
to set product preferences. These toolkits are mostly deployed in businessto-customer (B2C) markets and have a focus on basic customization of
standard products. Examples can be found in newspaper subscriptions (e.g.
level of online access, or delivery schedule), and configuration of cars (e.g.:
color options for interior and exterior and other features).

•

Toolkits for user driven innovation: These are toolkits developed for expert
use and aim to provide users with tools to create their own innovative
solutions. This category of toolkits are often deployed in business-tobusiness (B2B) markets and typically tailored at users with a particular
expertise; this means that the learning costs for such tools might be high
compared to those of the customization toolkits.

This paper will only focus on user driven innovation; the second category of toolkits.
In the WordPress context this is the active development of plug-ins, themes and
hacks. Examples of the first category of toolkits in the WordPress context would be
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the option to tailor the application by installing existing plug-ins, themes or hacks or
by adjusting the extensive configuration options that are included in the core
WordPress application.
In the previous section we saw that users are motivated to innovate when they can
expect to derive extra benefit from the use of their innovations, in addition to the
benefits of the standard solution without any additional innovations. Users are more
likely to derive benefits from their innovation when the market is characterized by
heterogeneous demands. In these heterogeneous markets, toolkits for user
innovation will enable user to tailor products to their unique needs. Franke and Von
Hippel (2003) came to this conclusion based on their study of user innovations in the
security modules of the Apache server software. Apache does not offer its user a
formalized toolkit, but the “open source” foundation of the software offers the
functional equivalent of an expert toolkit for user innovation. Users are allowed to
study and modify the source code, as well as to add new functionality to the
software. Franke and Von Hippel (2003) found that in some cases, users with the
technical skills do modify Apache. Also, those users that improve their
implementation of Apache via a “toolkits for user innovation” approach showed
higher satisfaction than users who are unable to make similar modifications to
Apache. Thus, based on this we can conclude that Apache meets the specific
circumstances better after modification. It is important to note that modifying and
creating new products via toolkits for user innovation is not a costless activity, and
that users will employ the approach only to the extent that their benefits exceed
their costs. Thus, when a toolkit for user innovation lowers the cost of innovating
more innovative activities can be expected. This will effect both those that are
already innovating today, but also attract new innovators. The interesting overall
question is what managers can do to lower the costs of user innovation and thus
increase the overall innovating activities of users. Before that question can be
answered a better comprehension of the benefit and the cost side of the equation is
needed. In the following two sections the benefits and costs will be discussed.

3.3.1 Benefits, motivation and incentives
The initial explanation for user innovation was the premise that innovators benefit
from their invention (Von Hippel, 1988). Over the past two decades many research
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has been conducted on the topic of motivation in the context of innovative activities
of users. Benefit and motivation point to the same matter. Benefits are the
advantages or profits gained from something and motivation is the reason or
reasons for acting or behaving in a particular way (Oxford American Dictionaries,
2006). Thus, both terms point to the rationality behind the user’s actions and
therefore it is relevant to survey the literature on the user’s motivation and the
benefits they derive from their innovative activities. In economic literature the term
‘incentive’ is also used to refer to the above.
The terms ‘benefit’, ‘motivation’ and ‘incentive’ can be interpreted in various ways.
Tangible benefits/motivation/incentive can be expressed in monetary terms and in
intangible benefits/motivation/incentive include soft definitions like learning and
recognition. In this paper, I will use a broad definition that includes both tangible and
intangible benefits. The user’s motivation and the benefits they derive from their
innovative activities has been studied in various contexts; among them the following
the development of sport equipment (e.g.: Lüthje et Al., 2005), the development of
open source software (e.g.: Benkler, 2002; Lerner and Tirole, 2002; Von Hippel and
Von Krogh, 2003), and users in (firm-)hosted communities (e.g.: Jeppesen and
Frederiksen, 2006).
In the literature on user innovation including open source software, two overall
themes can be distinguished. These are the motivation to innovate or provide
assistance during an innovating process and the motivation to share or reveal this
innovation. In the next two sections both will be discussed.

Motivation to innovate or contribute to innovation
Earlier in this chapter an important reason for users to engage in innovative activities
was mentioned, this is that they expect to derive benefits from the use of their
innovation (Von Hippel, 1988; Franke and von Hippel, 2003; Von Krogh and Von
Hippel, 2003). A significant source of benefits from user innovations is cost savings.
The internal deployment of an innovation may reduce the costs of a particular
process, product or service; the innovating company will benefit financially from
this. An example of such a cost saving can be found in IBM’s contribution to the
Linux development; IBM is a user of and contributor to the Linux software in the
user-manufacturer paradigm. Every year IBM spends 100 million dollars on the
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development of Linux, in addition of donating large volumes of proprietary software
code. The investment is divided evenly between the development of code
specifically

customized

for

the

company’s

customers

and

more

general

contributions that may benefit the entire Linux user community. IBM estimates that
it would cost the firm up to $1 billion per year to develop and maintain an equivalent
proprietary operating systems. Thus, spending $100 million every year on the Linux
development, IBM claims to receive a value of $1 billion a year in return (Tapscott
and Williams, 2007). In other words, Linux saves IBM approximately $900 million per
year. In this case, the user’s – IBM – benefits clearly justify the costs of innovating,
contributing, and sharing. In the light of the toolkits for user innovation perspective,
we see that IBM uses a functional equivalent of an expert toolkit – the open source
GNU/Linux operation system – to design and implement innovations that can be
used to meet the heterogeneous user needs of the firm’s customers in for example
their consulting and hardware sales activities (Franke and Von Hippel, 2003), which
are complementary goods in relation to the operating system (Von Hippel and Von
Krogh, 2003). In summary, the IBM case illustrates how user innovation on the basis
of Linux, helps IBM to be more efficient in creating value for its customers. In other
words, through user innovations they derive benefits from making internal value
creation processes more efficient.
In the previous paragraph, motivation was discussed from a monetary perspective.
The basic assumption was that when the benefits are larger than the costs it makes
economic sense to continue with a project. This is a fundamental economic law, but
looked at from a relatively new perspective of user driven innovation. However,
scholars have documented other user motivations that have no solid economic
explanation. These are rewards through community recognition, learning, and
enjoyment of using the innovation (non-monetary rewards). I will continue with a
discussion of the three different modes of rewards, to start with the last: rewards
through enjoyment of using the innovation.
Lüthje et Al. (2005) found that user innovators in the mountain bike context found
solutions to very “local” problems. Mountain biking is a sport with many subdisciplines. In other words, the sport is characterized by a high heterogeneity of user
needs. Athletes in each of the sub-disciplines encounter shortcomings of the
equipment unique to their discipline. For example, a cyclist that practices the sport
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under extreme conditions shared the following problem with Lüthje et Al. (2005):
“When riding on ice, my bike has no traction and I slip and fall.” His devise: “I
increased the traction of my tires by getting some metal studs used by the auto
industry for winter tires. Then I selected some mountain biking tires with large
blocks of rubber in the tread pattern, drilled a hole in the center of block and
inserted a stud in each hole.” This is an illustration of the general finding of their
paper that a user’s personal pattern of product usage and needs directly
encountered – his or her ‘local’ information’ – strongly affects the functionality of the
developed innovative ideas. Relying on the above, the authors make the proposition
that when users rely on their own ‘local’ need-information for their innovative ideas,
they are likely to expect rewards from “in-house” use of their innovations. The role
of “local” information in the link between problem and solution is confirmed and
extended by several studies. For example, Shah (2000) showed that users are
important innovators in sports like windsurfing, skateboarding and snowboarding. In
those sports, users made all initial innovations and these innovations were improved
by a new category of so-called ‘user-manufactures’; these are firms founded by
users that often retain their engagement with innovative community. Like with the
mountain biking the innovative involvement of users can mainly be explained
through the ‘stickiness’ of local information and the desire to have solutions for their
particular needs (Lüthje et Al., 2005; von Hippel, 1994).

Signaling incentives: reputation
Lerner and Tirole (2002) sought to explain the user’s incentive to contribute to open
source software projects with what they call signaling incentives. These incentives
are a combination of ‘career concerns’ and ‘ego gratification’, which are from an
economic perspective similar in most respects. The ‘career concerns’ refer to
potential future job offers, equity participations in commercial open source-based
companies, or the future access to venture capital. The ‘ego gratification’ incentive
stems from the desire for peer recognition; Jeppesen and Frederiksen (2006)
extended peer recognition with a notion of firm recognition in case of a firm-hosted
community. In most respects the ultimate rewards of ‘ego gratification’ are similar to
those of ‘career concerns’. In other words, contributors can make themselves more
visible to those that may matter for ones future professional career. Similar
motivation and incentives can be found in closed settings such as proprietary
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software development, but open environments amplify the effect of the incentives
and motivation for three reasons. First, the performance of an individual contributor
is more visible to a relevant audience (peers, labor market and venture capitalists).
Second, the individual is not hidden behind hierarchical structures, and thus able to
make his/her contribution visible to the overall performance of for example an open
source project; delivering good work can do this, in a similar fashion making inferior
contributions may have a negative effect on reputation. Lerner and Tirole (2002)
conclude that likely contributors, besides sophisticated users – who derive direct
benefits (like IBM) – are those with strong signaling incentives; for them contributing
to open source software or other user innovation is a entrance to a professional
career in a particular field. This may explain why many university students engage in
open

source

software

development. Third,

learning is

stronger

in

open

environments. In open source or other user innovations projects contributors
generally chooses for a project, a task they will work on, and a technical approach
that suits their own interests. An outcome, in addition to the above, of the codewriting process is learning. The learning is further expanded by critiques and
corrections supplied by other contributors to the project (Von Hippel and Von Krogh,
2003), in closed developments the feedback is generally limited to a smaller group
of co-workers like project managers and superiors. Thus, in other words the
feedback in open environments might lead to more diverse learning moments.
Furthermore, learning opportunities in closed environments might not be available to
talented people like university students, who are most likely outside the hierarchical
structures of firms.
In Figure 8 the three different incentives and motivations are summarized. Since
users can be both firms and individuals, each benefit is mentioned for both
separately so that the differences can be seen between firms and individuals.
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Figure 8:

Three types of benefits for companies and individuals

In-house use

Benefits
Companies
Individuals
Cost savings through the inEnjoyment and convenience
house use of user and open
source software innovations.

Recognition

Positive effects on the ‘brand
equity’ value of participating
firms.

Community recognition, which
may lead to career
opportunities and invitations to
participate in community VIP
activities.

Learning

Development of (core)
capabilities

Developing skills that can be
useful in career or hobby
situations.
Source: Donkers (2007)

We have seen that innovative users benefit from their innovations in three distinct
ways, namely through the use of the innovations in their in-house projects, through
benefits that are brought to them due to community/firm recognition for their work,
and through learning from problem solving in the innovation process. Benkler (2002)
integrates the monetary (e.g. in-house use), intrinsic hedonic (e.g.: learning), and
social-psychological (recognition) rewards into an equation that ‘measures’ the
contributor’s rewards; the monetary aspect of some forms of in-house – for example
the use of particular innovations in mountain biking equipment that are used for
leisure cycling – use might be obvious and difficult to express in monetary terms. He
also explains that monetary, the intrinsic hedonic and social-psychological rewards
are not independent from each other, something we have seen for example in the
difference in learning opportunities between proprietary (monetary rewards) and
open source software. Benkler separates the three types of rewards as following:
“One can write about law for a legal fee (monetary), the pleasure of creating a wellcrafted argument (intrinsic hedonic), or the respect of the legal community or one’s
colleagues (social-psychological). To some extent, all three exist for anyone writing,
but in different measures partly depending on taste and partly depending on social
role, such as whether the author is a practitioner, a judge, or an academic, as well
as on other factors, such as external time constraints.” Benkler’s reward equation
(2002), which is a conceptual idea rather than a mathematical formula:
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Intrinsic hedonic rewards

+

Monetary rewards

+

Social-psychological rewards

+

Total rewards

=

The intrinsic hedonic rewards are assumed to be personal and independent from the
other two factors. For example, an individual will learn from an engagement no
matter what the monetary or social-psychological rewards are. But the monetary
and social-psychological rewards can be positively or negatively correlated
depending on the social construction of having money associated with the activity;
for example prostitution as negative association with money, where professional
sports has a positive. Furthermore, the social-psychological rewards can be positive
where altruism or a robust theory of desert culturally structures the socialpsychological component of the rewards to support monetary appropriation by
others. An example of a case where the social-psychological factors are positive is
the MySQL database. A complex structure of community governance norms grants
the leading company – MySQL AB – to benefit commercially from the dual-licensed
database (Dahlander and Magnusson, 2005). The social-psychological rewards are
negatively affected, when an agent is jealous of the rewards of others. Thus, for
example when the MySQL community does not accept that MySQL AB is profiting
from the database.
To sum up, in our discussion of the various incentives that contributors obtain from
participating in a user innovation effort, we have seen that it may be difficult to
define a monetary value for the different incentives, and in particular for the
recognition and learning incentives. However, taking those non-monetary benefits in
consideration is relevant when investigating the use of toolkits for innovation in
consumer market segments, since we learned from pervious research that in open
source other rewards system are important. WordPress – the case in this paper – is
such an open source environment.

Benefits from sharing and revealing of innovations
The notion of freely revealing inventions does not make much economic sense in
traditional models of innovation. For example, the ‘private investment model’
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assumes that innovation will be supported by private investment and that private
returns can be appropriated from such investments (Demsetz, 1967 in Von Hippel
and Von Krogh, 2003). Following the logic in this model, governments grant
inventors intellectual property rights for their inventions via legislative mechanisms.
These intellectual property rights, such as patents and copyright, assist innovators
in securing the private returns from their innovation related investments (Harhoff et
al, 2003; Von Hippel and Von Krogh, 2003). However, evidence is available of cases
– e.g. Apache, GNU/Linux, and snowboarding – were inventions resulting from
private investments are made publicly available (Dietmar et al, 2003; Von Hippel and
Von Krogh, 2006). This course of action does not make any economic sense
according to the private model; however, the deviation of the model can be
explained.
Based upon an analysis of open source environments Von Hippel and Von Krogh
(2003) define an economic model of innovation that explains why people in some
contexts sometimes reveal their inventions. They named their model the “privatecollective” innovation model, referring to the private investment model and the
collective action model. The private investment model is defined above; the
collective action model deals with the provision of public goods, defined by its nonexcludability and non-rivalry. If any user can consume it, it cannot be withheld from
others. For the untrained eye open source may qualify as public good. However,
contributions are not pure public goods since they have significant private benefits
even after the inventions are revealed. The private benefits associated with the
development of public goods – like learning and reputation effects – are discussed
in the foregoing section. The private benefits associated with freely revealing the
ones work have two explanations: First, revealing innovations can accelerate the
diffusion of the innovation so that ones reputation related benefits and/or profits
gained through innovation-related complementary goods can increase. In other
words, as we saw in the prior section signaling incentives become more valuable
when exposed to a larger audience (Lerner and Tirole, 2002). Second, the public
good is not the same good to a free rider – someone that uses the good, but does
not contribute to the development – as it is to a contributor. Contributors can obtain
inherently private benefits that are tied to the development of the good, like the
learning outcomes of novel ways of problem-solving and a sense of ‘ownership’ and
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control over their work are benefits that are available to those that participated in the
development process (Von Hippel and Von Krogh, 2003 and 2006).
Von Hippel and Von Krogh (2003, 2006) specified a private-collective model of
innovation, which explains the development of for example open source software.
This model considers why people reveal innovations effectuated with private
resources, but does not consider how the ‘production’ dynamics work in
environments where users contribute. The common understanding of organization
of economic production has been that individuals are part of productive activities in
two different ways. First, individuals function as employees in firms and follow the
directions of their managers. Second, they offer their services in markets and follow
price signals. The first mode can be labeled ‘firm-based’ and the second ‘marketbased’ (Benkler, 2002). However, open source software does not fit either of the two
paradigms. Innovators, either in open source or other user development, work
neither in a firm- or market-based environment. Some firms (e.g. IBM) employ
people that are dedicated to open source project; however, the engagement of
those employees in the open source community is not managed by their superiors
but by their individual participation in the community project. As outlined above the
incentives that explain user engagement in innovative activities differ from the
simple monetary compensation schemes that govern firm- and market-based
production models. Benkler (2002) specified a model – based upon observations of
value creation by companies and projects such as Google’s PageRank, Amazon’s
bookstore, and WikiPedia encyclopedia – that captures the essence of the user’s
and innovator’s role in a production paradigm that he refers to as “commons-based
peer production”. The basic principle is that a lot of small – maybe in itself worthless
– contributions accumulate into a valuable source of information, like for example
the three examples above and the GNU/Linux operating system. Also, revealing
innovations or sharing ideas and frustrations may result in improvements by others
and thus results in an even better source of information. Thus, contributors are
motivated to share because their own contributions are worthless without the
context of contributions of the others.

Conclusion
The private-collective model explains how innovations are not pure public goods
and that contributors may gain innovation related benefits that are not available to
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free riders. The innovator is motivated to innovate and freely reveal the innovations
by the private benefits that he/she can obtain by doing so; examples of such private
benefits are learning and recognition. Furthermore, we have seen that the benefits
are created by contributions from peers; they ensure that innovations are improved
(feedback to the work of the initial innovator(s)) and diffused and that the sum of
small pieces becomes valuable.

Thus the benefits created for the users that

innovate and freely reveal their innovations are that they expect to be compensated
in various ways as summarized in Figure 8. The free revealing of innovations or bits
and pieces accelerate and enable some of the benefits that the innovator desires to
obtain.

3.3.2 Costs
In the prior section, the benefits for user innovators have been discussed. In this
section I will focus primarily on the user costs side of the equation; that are the
costs imposed on users and thus not the costs that manufactures have to make to
enable users to innovate. Von Hippel stated that the costs of a user innovation are
the one time cost associated with obtaining and learning to work with the toolkit and
the variable costs associated with the actual design and implementation of a
modification or innovation (2003). This description of the cost side is complete, but
needs some further specification. In the next few paragraphs the costs will be more
specified. First the constant costs, then the variable costs, and finally the costs of
revealing innovations.

Constant costs
The constant costs of user innovations with the toolkits for user innovation are the
costs of obtaining and learning to work with the toolkit (Von Hippel, 2003). When a
manufacturer has a toolkit for user innovation it can be obtained from them. The
costs associated with obtaining the toolkit are constant; once the toolkit has been
acquired they are so-called sunk-costs, fixed costs that already occurred and
therefore cannot be recovered. The true costs of obtaining a toolkit are related to
the takeover of two processes – the design and prototyping phase (Thomke and von
Hippel, 2002) – that have traditionally been part of the activities of the supplier. This
means customers might need to make investments to facilitate those processes.
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Furthermore, they need to learn to use them and thus acquire the knowledge and
skills to do so. In other words, new capabilities are needed.
The knowledge that is necessary for successful use of a toolkit can be distinguished
into two types. First, every user of a toolkit needs to possess a certain set of
‘general-purpose knowledge’, this is knowledge about the field in which the toolkit is
used. For example, innovating in accounting software becomes very difficult without
an understanding of accounting practices and software engineering. Many users
that obtain a toolkit from their supplier already possess this general knowledge and
skills, but in case a company needs to acquire this knowledge that might be a
significant expense in terms of hiring new staff or training existing staff. In innovative
‘hobby environments’ the innovators possesses this general-purpose knowledge
from for example his profession (Jeppesen and Frederiksen, 2006). Second, the
users of toolkits need to possess the knowledge about how to interact with this
specific toolkit. This differs from toolkit to toolkit and therefore is toolkit-specific;
every time a new toolkit is obtained a company needs to make the cost to obtain
knowledge specific to the toolkit. Examples of such toolkit specific knowledge in the
software industry are Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). APIs allow
developers to build applications on top of applications or interact with various
applications.
In conclusion, the costs that a user needs to make to be able to innovate with
toolkits are associated with the acquisition of the toolkit and knowledge – generalpurpose and toolkit specific knowledge – that enables them to takeover two stages
of the product development process of custom products from the supplier.

Variable costs
The variables costs of toolkits for user innovation are those costs associated with
the process of designing, building prototypes, providing feedback on the prototypes
and implementing a final modification or innovation (Thomke and von Hippel, 2002).
The total sum of the variable costs depends heavily on the type of development
process; clearly, prototyping and testing with software products is cheaper than
with hardware. Through prototyping a lot of costs can be saved throughout the
product development process; the main reason behind this is that problems that are
discovered earlier are cheaper to solve (Thomke, 2003). However, innovating with
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toolkits for user innovation differs from traditional product development cycles.
Well-designed toolkits contain libraries of designs, useful components and modules
for custom products that have been tested and debugged. Furthermore, they
contain information about the capabilities and limitations of the production process
that will be used to manufacture the product (Franke and von Hippel, 2003). In other
words, the product development process of products based on toolkits do not
include early stage data gathering that is necessary in traditional development
cycles, but has more the character of incremental innovations within a ‘known’
environment. Since toolkits for user innovation are designed for simplified
environments with a lot of known variables, the variable costs must be lower than in
environments where the variables still need to be defined. A large advantage that
innovating with a toolkit has over traditional product development cycles is that the
problem and the solution information are located at the same place, namely with the
user innovator. Through a process of low cost experimenting the innovator can
match the solution with the problem information, which is the desired result of using
a toolkit. Local, in contrast with separated problem and solution, information makes
the matching process significantly easier compared to the traditional product
development situation where the ‘local’ need information needs to the solution
information (Lüthje et al., 2005). The development costs of a toolkit are the cost of
transferring manufacturer’s solution information to the users (Luthje et al., 2005); the
vendor of a toolkit, and thus not the user, pays for the development of the toolkit.

Assistance
Users that engage in innovation processes often hire or receive assistance that is
provided by other users (often community members and/or other acquaintances). In
many cases the reason for sourcing assistance are the creative and innovative
personality and the complementary skill set of those providing the assistance
(Franke and Shah, 2003). The nature of assistance provided in the community is
often very simple. Innovators ask their friends and fellow community members for
help when they know they possess knowledge about a particular aspect of the
innovation process. For example, an innovator in mountain biking equipment asks a
friend for assistance, since he has experience with the design of frames.
Furthermore, the provider of assistance does not necessarily have to be a human,
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but assistance can also be hired from reference resources (e.g. technical
documentation) that the innovator has not been familiar with.
There are various costs associated with the process of hiring and incorporating
assistance. First, the best resource – human or nonhuman – to provide the needed
assistance needs to be identified; this is a variable cost that occurs every time
assistance is hired. However, over time somebody may become a smarter search
for assistance. Second, the innovator needs to spend time to ensure that the
assistance provided is the assistance needed. This is a process of interacting with
the assistance provider. Moreover, the assistance provider spends resources – time
– on helping out. This is also a variable cost of his time.
In conclusion, the variable costs are directly related to the innovation process. They
include the design and implementation of those user innovations, but also
assistance that an innovator hires during the process.

3.3.3 Costs and Benefits of innovating with toolkits
The user innovator has to make various expenses in order to be able to innovate
with a manufacturer-supplied toolkit for user innovation. In this section three
different types of constant of fixed costs have been identified, this are: (1) the cost
of obtaining the toolkit from the manufacturer, (2) the cost of acquiring generalpurpose knowledge that is required to innovate in a particular environment, and (3)
toolkit specific knowledge this is knowledge that is specific to a particular toolkit.
Furthermore, in every innovative cycle the innovator will be confronted with variable
expenses. These are related to designing and implementing of innovations, but also
hiring and managing assistance that is provided by others.
On the other hand, the motivation of innovative users has been the subject of
various academic research projects. The different rewards can be categorized into
three categories, this are: (1) in-house benefits of innovations, (2) community/firm
recognition incentives, and (3) learning objectives. These rewards explain why users
engage in innovative activities, but does not address why users reveal their
innovations. This can be explained by the fact that those publicly available goods
are not pure public goods; the contributors gain innovation related benefits that are
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not available to free riders. However, the real motivation to reveal the innovations is
that the three rewards of innovative activities are amplified by the fact that they are
publicly available.

3.4 Research question
Before discussing the benefits and costs of the toolkit approach, the questions was
raised what mangers could do to encourage users to innovate. After discussing the
benefits and costs of the innovative activities of users we have seen that users have
a wide range of incentives and motivations to engage in innovation, but that the
costs or limited benefits might form an obstacle to do so. In an attempt to lower the
cost barriers, various companies have introduced toolkits to assist users in
innovative activities. Thomke and von Hippel (2002) proposed some strategic
considerations for managers to succeed with toolkits for user innovation. However,
their guidelines are very general and do not elaborate on the relationship that user
innovators have with the obstacles that cause that they halt their innovative efforts.
The WordPress case presents the opportunity to study the obstacles that users –
with different levels of technical capabilities – will face during their innovative
endeavors. For skilled user innovators WordPress’ GPL source code is the
functional equivalent of an advanced expert toolkit, which enables and allows them
to modify the application so that it meets their most diverse environments. User
innovators with less advanced technical skills have more limited toolkits at their
disposal. These toolkits assist the users in designing and implementing the
innovations on top of the WordPress application, instead of redesigning the core of
the application as some advanced user innovators might do. Thus, a whole array of
toolkits for user to innovate is available to the WordPress users, which allows them
to innovate on every aspect of the application. Let us assume that users are never
entirely satisfied with a solution they deploy and that they always have desires that
require further innovations. The available toolkits enable users to realize those
innovation, but for some reason they stop innovating. Franke and Von Hippel (2003)
argue that users stop innovating when the costs become equal or higher than the
benefits. Thus, either the limited benefits or too high costs form obstacles that keep
users from engaging in (further) innovative activities. The WordPress case offers the
opportunity to study the obstacles that users are meeting. The objective of this
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thesis is to describe the obstacles that limit users to effectuate their innovative
ideas. Therefore, the main research question is:
What are the obstacles that cause users to stop innovating?
This question is interesting to answer because it enables us to describe the
relationship between the benefits, costs and obstacles in the scope of user
innovation. Previously reviewed literature describes the benefits, the incentives and
the motivation of users that engage in innovative activities. Also, the innovator’s
costs to effectuate his/her innovative ideas are covered extensively. However, this
literature does not reveal much about how users make trade-offs between the cost
and the benefits of user innovation and the obstacles that may halt their innovative
efforts. Describing the relationship between the benefits, the costs and the
obstacles that cause users to stop innovating will help to understand the trade-offs
that users make in their innovative endeavors. The insights obtained through
answering this research question will also have managerial relevance. Managers that
are cognizant of the fine aspects of the obstacles that innovative users face will be
better prepared to build toolkits and business cases that encourage users to
innovate.
Based on Franke and Von Hippel’s (2003) argument that users will stop innovating
when the cost are equal or higher than the benefits. Three propositions can be
formulated that may help to identify and to describe the obstacles that cause users
to stop innovating.
Proposition 1:
Users stop innovating due to the lack of or too little benefits.
Proposition 2:
Users stop innovating because the costs of overcoming the obstacles are
too high.
Proposition 3:
Users stop innovating due to the lack of or too little benefits and too high
costs to overcome the obstacles.
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From previous discussed literature we have learned that the benefits that users
derive can be categorized in three groups, these are: in-house use, recognition and
learning. The first proposition states that users stop innovating due to the lack of
benefits, which can mean various things. First, the innovator can derive no or too
few incentives from the use of his innovation. Second, the innovator is not
stimulated by the benefits he derives from recognition for his work. Third, the
innovator stopped actively seeking further learning opportunities in the scope of this
particular type of learning. The second proposition states that the users stop to
innovate because the costs to overcome the obstacles are too high. In the scope of
our earlier discussions of the user costs of innovating we saw that those costs are
related to either the acquisition of knowledge (general-purpose or toolkit specific),
the acquisition of the toolkit, or the variable costs bringing their innovative ideas to
fruition. The third proposition integrates the factors of the two previous proposition
into a single proposition. Through a survey in the WordPress community, I will
attempt to obtain information that will allow me to describe the obstacles, and the
relationship of the obstacles to the lack of benefits and the costs to overcome the
obstacles.
Taking in consideration the nature of the WordPress open source community some
assumptions about the outcomes can be made. First, expectation related to the
structure of the benefits of user innovation in our case. In many cases the users of
WordPress are owners of weblog with no or limited commercial objectives of their
weblog. Therefore, we can expect that few expect to benefit in monetary terms from
their innovative efforts. More likely, and in-line with other studies on user innovation
(e.g. Jeppesen and Frederiksen, 2006), is the expectation that innovators are
motivated by factors as recognition and learning. When the desire recognition or
learning becomes less acute, for example when professional employment replaces
studying as a major activity, we can expect that the innovator values the recognition
and learning rewards lower than before. In relation to the costs we can expect that a
major obstacle will be the technical knowledge. This can either be general-purpose
technical knowledge such as more generic programming skills or knowledge
specific to the WordPress application, such as the API. Acquiring new knowledge to
overcome the hurdle can restrain the user in his/her innovative endeavors. In
summary, we can expect that obstacles are either due to the user’s judgment of
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their personal rewards such as benefits from own use, recognition incentives or
learning or to the too high acquisition costs of new knowledge that is required to
take the obstructing hurdle.
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4 Methodology
4.1 Research design: the overall master plan
The aim of this thesis is to describe the ‘obstacle’ phenomena in the context of user
innovation. I started with exploring the existing user innovation and toolkit literature.
When discussing the benefits and costs for user innovators another stream of
literature became relevant; this is the Open Source Software literature. The Open
Source Software research is relevant for the scope of this thesis because it explains
the behavior of developers that voluntary devote their time to projects without any
obvious remuneration; this is similar in the cases of user innovation. From the user
innovator and open source literature discussion the research question emerged.
Next to the research question three propositions were formulated, each presenting a
possible explanations for the research question. The research question and the
three propositions are used as the main inspiration to develop the survey. This
survey was conducted in a community of very active WordPress user innovators.
The objective of the survey was to gather data that would enable us to explore the
scope of the research question.

4.1.1 Simple research method: Survey
This is – by my knowledge – the first research of its type into the factors behind the
user’s decision to discontinue a started innovative effort. None of the reviewed
research papers reported about research into this phenomenon. However, Franke
and Von Hippel (2003) made a suggestion about when user innovators will stop their
innovative efforts and thereby providing insights into factors that influence the user
innovator’s behavior. Since this is a first attempt to explore this perspective a survey
is used. A survey is a simple and inexpensive research method, which is suitable for
gathering primary data from such a geographically distributed community (Zikmund,
2003). Furthermore, the survey gathers data that can easily be prepared for
statistical analyses such as the regression analyses. Thus, next to exploring the
research question the aim of this study is to test whether such a simple research
tool can be used to investigate the phenomenon of user’s decision to discontinue an
innovative effort.
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The survey research method can be used for descriptive or explanatory research,
which will enable us to examine and explain relationships between variables in
particular the cause-and-effect relationships (Saunders et al., 2000). In our case this
method will be used to test the relationship between the possible causes (benefits,
costs or the combination of the two) that resulted in the innovator’s decision to
discontinue his innovative effort. However, this research method is also limited in its
use. A disadvantage of this approach is that it does not help us to explore and
understand the attitudes of the respondents. Researchers can overcome this by
complementing this research tool with other tools such as in-depth interviews
(Saunders et al., 2000).

4.2 WordPress as the empirical case for an obstacle analysis
The users that develop their own plug-ins, themes and hacks on the WordPress
platform utilize the various functional equivalents of toolkits that this open source
platform has to offer. Furthermore, earlier was pointed out that there is a whole array
of toolkits for user innovation available. This allows users to innovate and modify
virtually every aspect of the application. In other words, the application does not
have any limitations that obstruct the innovative users in their endeavors. The
WordPress case is also worth studying since many users are actually taking
advantage of these toolkits and develop their own extensions. In other words,
WordPress is a product with a very open architecture that enables users to extent it
and many users take advantage of this. Thus, in this case innovative users have all
technological and legitimate freedoms to develop and build their extensions. Since,
they are not withheld by legitimate restrictions this does not cause that they
discontinue their innovative efforts. The WordPress case provides an environment in
which other factors that potentially cause that users halt their innovative efforts can
be studied.

4.3 Data collection
In this thesis I have made use of various types of primary and secondary data. The
secondary sources are used to describe the empirical case and in our literature
review. On the bases of those secondary sources the research question and
propositions are formulated. The primary data is collected and used for the purpose
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of testing the propositions. In the following sections the use of data sources for the
different parts of this thesis are explained and motivated.

4.3.1 Secondary data: Internet sources for case description
The case description – Chapter 2 – is primarily based on Internet sources such as
the project’s homepage (http://www.wordpres.org/), the collaborative encyclopedia
WikiPedia, the application’s documentation (http://codex.wordpress.org), weblogs
and webpages of involved users and contributors to the application. In the context
of the WordPress case this are appropriate sources to base a case description on.
In fact, the WordPress application is developed in a context where communicating
and collaborating via the Internet is the norm and there is barely any offline literature
on the subject. The online resources that are used for the WordPress case
description are the product of a similar ecosystem as the open source application.
The technical description (Codex) is an open collaborative wiki, which means that
everybody can contribute and improve the content of the technical description. The
codex articles, similar to those at WikiPedia, are peer-reviewed articles that are
created following a similar methodology as open source software code (Wagner,
2006). In the WordPress community this type of resources are well respected and
actively used. Furthermore, opinions and facts expressed on weblogs articles are
also highly respected in the community; obviously this is subjected to the credibility
of the author. All the weblog articles used in the case description have been written
by authors gained their credibility for various reasons.

4.3.2 Secondary data: Literature review
The scientific literature used in the literature review is primarily gathered from
leading journals in the scope of management science, such as Research Policy and
Organization Science, and various books. Often new papers were found in the
reference list of read papers and thereby reading a particular paper resulted in
reading other papers. All the papers are reviewed and discussed in the literature
review, which led to the defining of the research problem.
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4.3.3 Primary data: Survey
The analysis in this thesis is focused on describing the obstacles that users face and
cause them to stop their innovative efforts. Furthermore, the relation between
benefits, costs and the obstacles will be explored. In order to do this analysis, data
is obtain in the active WordPress extension development community. This data
collection is done through an online survey for which people are invited via online
community portal sites and mailing lists.

Questionnaire design
The questionnaire is designed to gather four distinct sets of innovation-obstacle
related data and some demographic data, which will be used in the statistical
analysis described in the next section. The questionnaire is divided in six sections
(section A to F; see appendix A). The first (A) section is intended to collect our
dependent variable, which indicates whether the respondent halted an innovative
effort or not. Furthermore, there might be a group of people that never engaged in
any innovative efforts. The second section (B) is intended to gather about the
respondent’s general knowledge and experience with web and WordPress
development. The following two sections (C and D) are intended to gather about the
user’s perception of various benefit and cost factors that were identified in the
literature discussion. In sections B to D the respondents were asked to what extend
they agreed with a set of presented statements.
The level of agreement is measured on a seven point Likert scale. A seven-point
scale is chosen because it allows us to measure nuances in the respondent’s
attitude towards a statement; these nuances can become valuable in the regression
tests. The fifth section (E) is intended to gather demographic such as age,
occupation and location and the sixth section (F) is intended to collect names and
email addresses, which can be used to inform the respondents about the results of
this study. In more extensive studies these names and e-mail addresses could be
used to contact the respondents for a more in-depth interview or a follow-up survey.
The survey is designed to gather data – a dependent and independent variables –
that can be used in regression analyses. The exact nature of these analyses will be
discussed later in this chapter.
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Target audience
There are a few online ‘hang-outs’ where the target audience of our survey, the
WordPress extension developers, can be found. The invitation to participate in the
survey was distributed via those channels. First, two of the by Automattic Inc.
facilitated mailing lists were used. The first mailing list is called “WP-Pro”, which is
meant to bring people that seek and provide professional WordPress related
services into contact. The second mailing list is called “WP-hackers” and is meant
for those people that are interested in extending WordPress’ functionalities through
the use of plug-ins or source code hacks27. In addition to the mailing lists the
invitation to participate in the survey was distributed in the four different categories
in the official WordPress support forum. The different categories were all in the
scope of our survey audience.
Next to the online ‘hang-outs’, some active WordPress members gather in offline
settings to discuss and exchange WordPress related ideas and experiences. These
type of gatherings are often organized by using the Meetup® website. The purpose
of this website is to bring people with similar interest into (face-to-face) contact with
each other28. Meetup.com includes eleven different geographic groups for those that
are interested in WordPress. The invitation to participate in the survey is distributed
through the forums and mailing lists of those eleven groups.

Response rate
Unfortunately, there is no accurate record of the subscribers of the different mailing
lists and forums available. Therefore, it is not possible to make an estimation of the
size of the entire population and thus impossible to calculate a response rate. In
total 72 responses to the survey were received from which 69 were useful for our
analyses. This number of responses is well above the average of the four surveys
that Franke and Shah (2003) conducted in their study in four user innovator
communities, but below the responses of studies of Franke and Von Hippel (2003),
Lüthje et al. (2005) and Jeppesen and Frederiksen (2006). Important to note is that
all those studies were conducted in close cooperation with community leaders or
hosted firms. Unfortunately, such close cooperation with the leaders of the
WordPress community was not available within the time schedule of this study.
27

http://codex.wordpress.org/Mailing_Lists (Retrieved: April 30, 2007)

28

http://www.meetup.com/about/ (Retrieved: April 30, 2007)
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4.4 Transform survey data into information
The research and the survey design is inspired by Jeppesen and Frederiksen’s
(2006) study into “why users contribute to firm-hosted user communities”. In their
analyses they used ‘user innovation’ as the dependent variable. This variable could
have the one of the following two values; (1) the user’s contribution was an
innovation or (2) the user’s contribution was not an innovation. In this study I will
take a similar approach. The value of our dependent variable can either be that the
user innovator did (1) or did not (2) stop an innovative effort. The independent
variables in this study differ significantly from Jeppesen and Frederiksen’s (2006)
study. In the next sections the survey design will be explained.
In section 3.4 three propositions are established. Each of these propositions points
to a possible explanation of the problem formulated in the main research question.
These propositions will be tested by three multiple regression analyses. In all the
three tests the fact that “a user innovator discontinued an innovative effort or not” is
the dependent variable. This variable is gathered in section A of the questionnaire.
Here the respondents were asked the following question: “Have you ever
discontinued the development of a plug-in, theme or hack?” The dependent variable
is a so-called indicator variable, which means that the answers are coded. In our
analysis the answer “I discontinued one or more plug-in, theme or hack
development projects that I initially started” is coded as ‘1’ and the answer “I
completed all plug-in, theme or hack development projects I started” is coded as
‘0’. This is summarized in Figure 9. For our purpose the responses with ‘1’ as the
dependent variable are particular interesting since these answers mark those cases
where the user faced a barrier that caused them to decide to discontinue their
innovative efforts. In the other sections of the questionnaire (B to D), independent
variables are gathered; these are related to the benefits, costs, knowledge and
experience with web development and WordPress development in particular.
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Figure 9:

Coding of the dependent variable

Question: Have you ever discontinued the development of a plug-in, theme or hack?
Dependent variable value
0

Survey answers
No, I completed all plug-in, theme or hack development projects I
started.

1

Yes, I discontinued one or more plug-in, theme or hack
development projects that I initially started.

4.4.1 Data analyses: three regression analyses
The first three regression tests are meant to test to what extent the occurrence of
‘obstacles’ can be explained by the benefits, costs of the combination of the two.
In the next chapter the results of those tests will be presented. They will either be
confirmed or rejected. The outcome of those tests will provide is us with a sense of
which variables can explain why users decide to discontinue an innovative effort.
Furthermore, the regression statistics will also be able to explain to what extent this
decision can be contributed to a particular set of independent variables. The
dependent variable is the same for all three tests, but the independent variables are
different for each of the three regression tests. The five benefit-related independent
variables used to test the first proposition are based on the following statements:
•

Using my own developed plug-ins, themes and source code hacks is a great
reward for me.

•

I do my WordPress development in the context of client work, and thus I am
paid for my time.

•

Personal learning from developing plug-ins, themes or source code hacks is
a great reward for me.

•

Recognition from other community members (e.g. through the use of your
plug-in, theme or source code hack) is a great reward.

•

Signaling my skills to others (e.g. potential employers, clients or venture
capitalists) is a great reward for me.

The five cost-related independent variables used to test the second proposition are
based on the following statements:
•

The acquisition of new knowledge of WordPress’ coding standards and API
is a great cost for me.
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•

The acquisition of new knowledge of WordPress’ design and layout
standards is a great cost for me.

•

The acquisition of new PHP or MySQL related knowledge is a great cost for
me.

•

The acquisition of new (x)HTML and CSS related knowledge is a great cost
for me.

•

The time you spend on developing a plug-in, theme or source code
modification is a great cost for me.

To test the third proposition all the independent variables that are used to test the
previous two propositions are combined.
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5 Findings
This chapter presents the results of three regression tests that test the propositions
defined in chapter 3. The data used in this test is collected through an online survey
in the WordPress community. This survey led to 72 responses of which 69 can be
used for our analysis. The people behind the other three responses never engaged
in any WordPress plug-in, theme or hack development and are therefore outside the
scope of our analyses.
In this chapter, the test result of three regression analyses will be presented. These
regression analyses test the three – in chapter 3 introduced – propositions. In the
next chapter the findings of these test will be discussed.

5.1 Regression test results: Proposition 1
The first proposition that will be tested states: “Users stop innovating due to the
lack of or too little benefits”. This suggests that benefits cause that users halt their
innovating efforts. The regression analyses test results are presented in Figure 10.

Figure 10:

Regression statistics – Proposition I

Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
Observations

0.325
0.106
0.035
0.492
69

Coefficients
Unstandardized Coefficients
(Constant)
Benefits: Own use
Benefits: Client work
Benefits: Learning
Benefits: Recognition
Benefits: Signaling

B
0.922
0.040
0.015
-0.074
0.011
-0.065

Std. Error
0.291
0.052
0.027
0.050
0.042
0.042

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
0.113
0.070
-0.232
0.040
-0.260

The important statistic to look at is the ‘coefficient of multiple determination’, which
is labeled “R Square” in the table above. This statistic describes the fraction of the
total variation of the dependent variable (obstacles) that is explained by the
regression plane of a given set of independent predictor variables. This value in the
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table above shows that 10.6 percent (R Square = .106) of the occurrence of an
obstacle is explained by the independent variable in the model. The benefit fraction
of the obstacle is too small to confirm our first proposition, which stated that ‘users
stop innovating due to the lack of or too little benefits”. In other words, according to
this test the benefits factors explain only ten percent of the factors that result in the
user’s decision to discontinue an innovative effort.

5.2 Regression test results: Proposition 2
The second proposition that will be tested states: “Users stop innovating because
the costs of overcoming the obstacles are too high”. This suggests that costs cause
that users halt their innovating efforts. The regression analyses test results are
presented in Figure 11.

Figure 11:

Regression statistics – Proposition II

Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
Observations

0.147
0.021
-0.056
0.515
69

Coefficients
Unstandardized Coefficients
(Constant)
Costs: Specific API
Costs: Specific Themes
Costs: General PHP/MySQL
Costs: General HTML/CSS
Costs: Time

B
0.572
-0.006
-0.041
0.012
0.027
0.010

Std. Error
0.209
0.104
0.112
0.056
0.066
0.044

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
-0.019
-0.123
0.037
0.076
0.031

The coefficient of multiple determination of the regression analysis for the second
proposition indicates that 2.1 percent of the user’s decision to discontinue an
innovative effort can be explained by the five cost factors. Like the first proposition,
the second cannot be confirmed for the same reason: the costs represent only a
small fraction of the factors that result in the user halting this extension development
process.
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5.3 Regression test results: Proposition 3
The third proposition that will be tested states: “Users stop innovating due to the
lack of or too little benefits and too high costs to overcome the obstacles”. This
proposition suggests that both benefits and costs cause that users halt their
innovating efforts. The regression analyses test results are presented in Figure 12. In
contrast to the previous two regression analyses, this analysis includes ten
independent variables; five related to the benefits and five related to the costs.

Figure 12:

Regression statistics – Proposition III

Multiple R
R Square
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error
Observations

0.394
0.155
0.010
0.499
69

Coefficients
Unstandardized Coefficients
(Constant)
Benefits: Own use
Benefits: Client work
Benefits: Learning
Benefits: Recognition
Benefits: Signaling
Costs: Specific API
Costs: Specific Themes
Costs: General PHP/MySQL
Costs: General HTML/CSS
Costs: Time

B
1.118
0.047
0.002
-0.108
0.010
0.056
-0.048
-0.029
0.043
0.016
0.016

Std. Error
0.358
0.054
0.029
0.054
0.044
0.043
0.102
0.109
0.059
0.064
0.044

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta
0.133
0.011
-0.335
0.039
-0.224
-0.157
-0.088
0.136
0.045
0.052

The results of the previous two regression analyses did not explain the
discontinuation of the user’s innovative efforts very well. Unfortunately, a regression
analysis with a broad set of variables, namely all the benefit and cost variables, did
not result in much better explanation. The coefficient of multiple determination of the
regression analysis for the third proposition indicates that 15.5 percent of the user’s
decision to discontinue an innovative effort can be explained by the combined
benefit and cost factors. Analogous with proposition 1 and 2 this proposition cannot
be confirmed. Thus, the third proposition cannot be used to make a clear statement
about causes that lead to the user’s decision to halt an innovative effort.
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6 Discussion
In the previous chapter the test results of the three regression tests of our
propositions were presented. None of the propositions were confirmed. In other
words, based on the gathered data and the selected analyzing method the
obstacles that cause users to halt their innovative efforts cannot be identified. In this
chapter, the results of the previous chapter will be discussed. The central question
in this chapter is why the occurrence of obstacles cannot be explained by either
benefit and/or cost factors as assumed in the concluding part of chapter 3. In this
chapter I intend to discuss this central question in two steps. First, I will discuss
what it means that the obstacles cannot be described as a function of the benefits
and/or costs. Second, I will evaluate whether this is a problem with the research
method and what other research methods would have been better to use.

6.1 Obstacle for user innovators
One of the objectives of this thesis is to elaborate on the relationship between the
user innovators and the obstacles that cause that they halt their innovative efforts.
Through the three regression tests we can conclude that the benefits, costs or the
combination of the two do not explain why users stop their innovative efforts. This
also makes it difficult to describe the relationship between the user innovators and
obstacles. The three propositions are defined based upon the review of relevant
literature; also the survey is designed based on the literature review. However, the
assumption that benefits and costs are important considerations of the user’s
decision to discontinue an innovative effort could be questioned based on the
findings presented in the pervious chapter. In the light of the statement that users
stop innovating when costs become equal or higher than the benefits (Franke and
Von Hippel, 2003), this outcome may mean that the costs and benefits are
unimportant factors and thus that there are other more significant causes that lead
to the user’s decision to halt his/her innovative efforts. The interesting question is
what other factors this might be. In the survey a question was devoted to the main
factor(s) that influenced the decision to discontinue the development of a plug-in,
theme or hack; in Figure 13 the gathered data is presented.
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Figure 13:

Arguments for stopping an innovative effort

Survey question: What was the most important factor that made you decide to
discontinue the development of a plug-in, theme or hack?
Answer
Percentage
On further consideration the plug-in, theme or hacks did not have
28.9%
sufficient benefits (e.g. use, learning) to proceed.

1

On further consideration the development costs (e.g. time) of the
plug-in, theme or hacks were to high to proceed.

26.3%

A combination of the two above.
Other

23.7%
21.1%

1

Percentage of those that indicated that they discontinued an innovative effort.

In contrast with the conclusion on the basis of the regression analyses the answers
in this table confirm that benefits and costs are important factors in the user’s
decision to discontinue a development effort. Nearly four-fifth of the responses
relate directly to the benefits and costs of their effort. One fifth indicated that they
had another motivation for their decision, such as: the desired functionality was a
included in a newer WordPress release or the release of another plug-in, technical
issues with the WordPress application or a supporting technology (e.g. MySQL), or
the functionality became unnecessary. In other words, this indicates that benefits
and costs are relevant variables in the scope of the user’s discontinuation of their
innovative efforts. However, these numbers do not say anything about how the
benefit and cost factors are related to the discontinued development process.
Thus, so far the two pieces of empirical evidence contradict each other. One set of
data that indicates that benefit and cost are minor factors in the user’s decision and
another indicates that it is of major importance. A third insight might come from
another set of questions in the survey. All respondents were asked about other
possible relevant factors such as experience with and knowledge of Internet
(MySQL, PHP, HTML and CSS) and WordPress development. We can assume that
user innovators with little knowledge of and experience with web development need
to make a bigger effort to successfully complete their development process; this will
effect the costs as discussed in chapter 3. Therefore, the user’s experience and
knowledge factors are logically essential for the success of the development
process. However, earlier in this paper a similar assumption was made with the
benefit and cost factors. With the regression analysis we proved that this was an
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incorrect assumption. In order to determine the importance of the experience29 and
knowledge30 factors, I conducted a regression analysis where the knowledge and
experience factors were added as independent variables to the benefits and costs
variables31; whether a user discontinued or not remains the dependent variable. The
test results32 indicated that the occurrence of an obstacle that causes that a user
discontinues his/her development process can be explained for 44 percent by those
factors. Like the previous results, this result does not decompose why the
phenomenon of discontinuing development processes. However, it explains the
phenomenon better than the previous results, but not significantly enough to
understand why development processes are discontinued.
In summary, the original regression tests indicated that costs and benefits were not
such relevant factors as we assumed when we conducted the survey. However,
other empirical data indicated that about four-fifth of the decisions to discontinue an
innovative development were contributed to factors related to benefits, costs or the
combination of the two. Further exploration of the factors that are likely to influence
the decision to discontinue led to experience and knowledge factors. Testing those
factors in combination with the benefit and cost factors led neither to a
comprehensive picture of the phenomenon. Thus, the first results suggest that
benefits and costs are non-significant factors in the user’s decision to discontinue
development processes. The second set of data suggests that a large proportion of
this decision can be explained by those factors. The third set of results fails to
29

Experience factors are extensive experience with creating of new plug-ins, themes, and hacks and modifying of

existing plug-ins, themes and hacks.
30

Knowledge factors are extensive knowledge of PHP and MySQL, (x)HTML and CSS, WordPress’ coding

standards and API, and WordPress’ design and layout standards.
31

One could expect that the cost variable is a function of the experience and knowledge variables, since the

innovators with little experience and knowledge of the relevant technologies are more likely to consider their costs
to overcome obstacles higher than those with high levels of experience and knowledge. If this relation is true this
could lead to residual patterns in the regression analysis output, which is called multicollinearity in statistics.
Fortunately, the residual data in our analysis do not indicate any signs of multicollinearity and therefore our method
does not include the flaws typical to datasets with multicollinearity issues.
32

Regression statistics with all benefits, costs, experience and knowledge factors as independent variables:
Multiple R

0.667

R Square

0.444

Adjusted R Square

0.213

Standard Error

0.445

Observations

69
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provide significant alternative explanations. This raises the question whether the
used research method was appropriate or that there were any other biases in the
data.

6.2 Biases
The empirical dataset that is gathered with the survey may be biased. This means
that the statistical sample is potentially flawed. In our data there are two possible
sources of such biases. The first is a self-selection bias in the population. This is a
problem that frequently plagues self-administered surveys. There will always be a
group of people that did not respond because they refuse to participate or because
they are indifferent about participation. This response behavior might results in
distorted datasets where extreme positions are overrepresented and responses
from those who are indifferent are underrepresented (Zikmund, 2003). For our
dataset this means that it is potentially a biased representation of the entire
population with a potentially high degree of active WordPress enthusiasts. If this is
the case, then our dataset may include a population with an above average
knowledge and experience with the development of WordPress plug-ins, themes
and hacks. This above average knowledge and experience will result in less need for
the acquisition of new knowledge. This will mean that our dataset does not reflect
the cost related attitude of the whole WordPress extensions development
community.
The second bias is a sub- or unconscious reporting bias. This bias occurs when
respondents tend to answer questions with a certain slant. These respondents may
unconsciously misrepresent the truth (Zikmund, 2003). A cause for such a sub- or
unconscious reporting bias might be that the respondent does misunderstand the
question or statement. As a result of this misunderstanding these respondents
might unconsciously provide biased answers. I do not have any evidence that our
dataset does or does not suffer from this bias.

6.3 Evaluation research methods
In the results and the first part of this chapter we have seen that the research in this
paper did not provide the desired insights into the phenomenon of obstacles that
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make user innovators halt their innovative efforts. The key question, which will be
discussed in this section, is whether the survey method was the appropriate
research method for this study or if another one should have been used. Before I will
evaluate the survey method in the light of the obtained results, I will briefly
summarize the used research method. The survey was developed after a review of
relevant literature in the scope of Open Source Software and User Innovation and a
detailed case description of the WordPress context. To start, respondents were
asked whether they discontinued a development process they initially started or not.
After this, the survey was designed to gather data for an analysis that would allow
us to describe the phenomenon of ‘obstacles’ that caused that users halt their
innovative efforts. The respondents of the survey were asked to indicate their level
of agreement – on a seven-point Likert-scale – with various statements related to
relevant issues as benefits, costs, experience with and knowledge of relevant
technologies. The data gathered in the survey were used to test three propositions
with a regression analysis.
The preformed regression analyses did not result in a clear explanation of the
relationship between obstacles on the one side and benefits and cost on the other.
A possible explanation why these analyses did not result into the desired insights
can be found in the survey design and the dataset that resulted from conducting
this survey. The previous section concluded with the observation that cost and
benefit factors are likely to matter, despite the fact that the regression analyses
failed to disclose this. In the survey, the respondents were asked to respond to
general statements about their benefit and cost considerations. These statements
were not directly related to a particular case of an innovative effort that had been
discontinued. This resulted in a ‘disconnection’ of the dependent and independent
variables in the dataset, which may explain the incoherent outcome of the
regression analyses. When defining the propositions, the idea was to test whether
environment variables such as benefits, costs and experience and knowledge would
enable us to determine whether it was likely that people would face an obstacle that
triggered their decision to discontinue their innovative effort. With hindsight we can
now say that this was an incorrect basis to build our propositions and research
design on.
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6.3.1 Alternative research design
This thesis tries to elaborate on the relationship between the user innovators and the
obstacles that cause that they discontinuing their innovative efforts. The quantitative
and statistical research conducted has not clarified this relationship and even
provided us with confusing results. Logically, I should reject that benefit and cost
are important factors that influence the user in his decision to halt his innovative
efforts. However, Table 13 suggests differently. Approximately four-fifth of the users
that discontinued an innovative effort indicate that benefits, costs, or the
combination of the two were important factors in their decision to stop their
innovative effort. Therefore, I continue to believe that the phenomenon of users who
discontinue their innovative efforts could be best understood by studying the
relationship between this decision and the related benefits and costs. The question
is what research design can deal with this complex research context where benefits
and costs influence a user innovator in his decision to halt his innovative efforts?
The study conducted in this thesis had a deductive approach in the sense that it
was designed to test propositions that were defined on the basis of a review of the
relevant bodies of literature, mainly covering benefits and costs in an user
innovation and Open Source Software context. The three propositions in this study
were built on existing assumptions within the user innovation and open source
literature but the empirical testing in this study failed to confirm the propositions and
thereby failed to answer the research question. This does not necessarily mean that
the assumptions are wrong, but it raises the question whether this research is
uncritically built on exiting theory that is already a simplified model of the
phenomenon. In the process of building those simplified models researchers go
through three steps (Christensen, 2006). The first step is to observe the
phenomenon. The researchers describe, collect documentation and measure in
words and numbers what they see. This in done to obtain an in-depth
understanding the nature of the phenomenon; so-called constructs are developed.
Constructs are abstractions that help the researchers to understand the essence
and the dynamics of the phenomenon. In the process of developing constructs the
researchers distill the essence of the phenomenon, but this excludes the details and
thus simplifies the phenomenon. The second step in the model building process is
to classify the phenomenon into descriptive categories, which are often referred to
as frameworks or typologies. By categorizing the researchers simplify and organize
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the world in ways that highlight possible consequential relationships between the
phenomenon and the outcomes of interest (Christensen, 2006). Again, this is a
simplified model of the phenomenon. The third step of the model building process is
defining relationships. Now the researchers explore the associations between the
category-defined attributes of the phenomenon and the observed outcomes;
regression analysis techniques are often used to define the correlations and
relationships between the phenomenon and the outcomes. The outcome of the
studies at step three are referred to as models (Christensen, 2006). Models cannot
capture the world’s full complexity. They will always be a ‘model’ of the reality. This
does not mean that we cannot rely on already completed studies, but it raises our
attention to that we have build our research propositions around a simplified model
of the phenomenon and therefore not around the phenomenon in its full complexity.
In all likelihood an inductive approach to answer the research question could have
been more prosperous. This inductive approach would have started to carefully
observe and describe the phenomenon of halted innovative efforts. Based on these
rich descriptions the causes that result in the user’s decision to halt their innovative
efforts can be categorized. The categories can for example be related to benefits
and costs, but also to other factors in the private and professional environment of
the user innovator. Altogether, this could have led to a model that describes the
associations between the relevant independent variables and the discontinuation of
innovative efforts better than the model used in this study (Christensen, 2006). In all
likelihood, this would also have avoided the disconnection in the data that is
discussed earlier in this chapter. In such an inductive study approach a survey
would probably not have been the most appropriate data collection tool. Surveys
are useful to gather data for statistical research, but have limited functionality to
gather data that is needed to construct a descriptive model. Qualitative research
tool such as in-depth interviews would have been more appropriate to observe,
describe, and categorize the phenomenon of users that halt their innovative efforts.
The essence of the data gathering should be to capture the individual’s point-ofview on the benefits and costs in relation to their decision to discontinue an
innovative effort. Through detailed interviews and observations the researcher can
get closer to the actor’s perspective on benefits, costs and obstacles. Obtaining
access to those perspectives through more remote and inferential methods – such
as surveys – and material is seldom successful (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000).
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Ultimately, such a data gathering process would have resulted in better statements
of association than the propositions in this study, which are based on literature that
already simplified the phenomenon. Quantitative testing – like is done in this thesis –
of these statements could be used to further refine the statements.
The discussion of quantitative and qualitative research raises attention of the nature
of the phenomenon that we would like to study. The structure of cost and benefits is
more complex than assumed and needs to be understood very well before one can
continue with the research. The complexity of cost and benefits should be
understood in the scope of social and behavioral studies. The innovator’s motivation
and his/her perception of benefits and costs are all socially constructed. We can
assume that the innovator is motivated by the benefits that he expects to derive
from his work. In other words, the socially constructed variables influence the
behavior of the innovator. In the literature review we have seen that there are various
types of benefits for innovators, this are: personal learning, recognition for their
work, and benefits from in-house use. The benefits from in-house can be expressed
in monetary value without too much difficulty, but the other two are intrinsically
social constructed. That is that the value that an innovator assigns to a particular
benefit depends on a range of different factors, which can be very specific for the
context of a particular case. This makes it very difficult to valuate the costs of the
innovative effort in the perspective of the potential benefits. Two examples of how
the benefits are socially constructed. First, think about all the benefits that one
might or might not derive from the lessons he learned during a particular innovative
effort. Measuring the “return on lessons learned” is very difficult and depends on
many other factors such as feedback from others, but also how others perceive the
value of these lessons. This is directly linked to the second example, which deals
with how somebody derives benefits from recognition. In many cases the benefits
that somebody derives from recognition are related to ones career (e.g. job offers,
venture capital investments or expert consulting projects). How future employers,
investors or partners perceive the value of ones experience depends on individuals,
organization and other factors.
By now it should be clear that the structure of the benefits and costs are complex.
When we expect that user innovators make rational decisions about their
involvement with projects, we assume that they are aware of the net benefits of this
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particular project. Given that this is not the case, which is reasonable to expect
since the context is so complex, it is hard to believe that our survey gathered
necessary insights to understand the user’s value decisions of the his costs and
benefits; at this stage we do not even attempt to understand the calculus behind the
continue-discontinue decision. To succeed in studying this complex context
qualitative research tools, such as in-depth interviews, would certainly be more
appropriate.
From the literature of Von Hippel (1998), Franke and Von Hippel (2003) and Von
Krogh and Von Hippel (2003) chapter 3 revealed an understanding of why users
engage in innovative activities. According to these scholars users engage in
innovative activities if they expect to derive benefits from the use of their innovation.
The benefits that a user derives are composed of the rewards minus the costs.
Lerner and Tirole (2002) make that clear in the following statement: “The net benefit
is equal to the immediate payoff (current benefit minus current costs) plus the
delayed payoff (delayed benefit minus delayed cost).” The costs are relatively
straightforward in the sense that they are connected to time. The user innovator
spends resources (mainly time) on acquiring the needed knowledge (generalpurpose or toolkit specific) for a specific project, which is a constant cost. Next to
this, he spends a variable amount of resources during the life cycle of the project;
again mainly time. Thus, the costs for the user innovator are mainly connected to
time, which is a resource for which the accounting procedures are known. However,
the costs are difficult to understand because we do not understand how the
expected payoffs justify them. Earlier in this chapter we have seen that the benefits
– or expected payoffs – are inherently complex. The complexity makes estimating
the present value of immediate and delayed payoffs difficult. This can mainly be
attributed to the fact that the judgment of value of an experience is always up to
someone else with a particular interest in a future context. This situation can best be
compared with the judgments that recruiters make every day. They evaluate a
candidate’s previous experience in order to determine whether this person is the
ideal candidate for a particular job. Recruiter, venture capitalists and others will
always make similar subjective judgments about the relevance and value of
experiences of user innovators and open source developers. This is further
complicated in the case of delayed payoffs in the remote future. In this case the
context might have changed and the experience increased or decreased in
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relevance and value. These value judgments will directly influence the value of the
payoffs of an innovative effort. The complexity of especially the benefits – or payoffs
– make it difficult to test the propositions in this thesis and thus to answer our
research questions. In order to succeed in the tests and answering our research
question a better understanding of the benefits is needed. Therefore, any further
research in the scope of this research questions should start with understanding the
complex value structures of the benefits that user innovators can obtain by
engaging in innovative efforts. Once the value structures and the dynamics of
benefits in this particular context are understood researchers can start looking at the
causes of the user’s decision to halt an innovative effort.
Through interviews with user innovators in the WordPress community insight into
how individuals value and perceive benefits can be obtained. Benkler’s reward
equation (2002) points at that intrinsic hedonic rewards are assumed to be personal
and independent from both monetary rewards and social-psychological rewards.
Following this argument, we can assume that each user innovator in the WordPress
community has its own set of intrinsic hedonic reward factors. By asking into the
user’s rewarded benefits, the data collected through interviews will in all like hood
reveal new insight into the relationship between what causes that users decide to
stop to innovate and the benefits and cost on the other side.

6.4 Summary
In this chapter various reasons are mentioned why the results of the regression
analyses do not provide to desired insights into the phenomenon of users that
discontinue their innovative efforts. First, we looked into why costs and benefits did
not explain the users decision to discontinue. This did not result in a clear statement
and benefit and cost factors are still likely to be important factors in the user’s
decision. In second part of the chapter the research methods and tools are
discussed. Several flaws in the research approach and method are identified that
could explain why the regression analyses resulted in unexpected outcomes. The
most important flaw is that the dataset suffers from an omission in an early
assumption, which results in the incoherent test results. Overall, we can say that a
qualitative inductive research approach would have been a better way to describe
the phenomenon of halted user innovation efforts. This qualitative research should
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commence with in-depth interviews with the user innovators in order to acquire an
in-depth understanding of the complex compositions of the benefits for the
innovators. Once the benefit structures are understood, the researchers can start
thinking about the broader context of users that stop their innovative efforts.
Overall, we can conclude that the phenomenon of user innovators that stop
innovating is difficult to study, mainly due to the complexity of the benefits
structures, which differ from person to person but are influenced by a social
constructed understanding of benefits in a given context. It is unreasonable to
believe that user innovators are able to make accurate estimations of the value of
the rewards that they derive from their innovations.
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7 Conclusion and Recommendations
This thesis tries to identify the causes of a user’s decision to halt an innovative
effort. The second intention of this thesis is to test whether it is possible to research
this problem with a simple and inexpensive research tool such as an online survey.
The study started with a literature review on the basis of which the following three
propositions were formulated and tested:
1. Users stop innovating due to the lack of or too little benefits.
2. Users stop innovating because the costs of overcoming the obstacles are
too high.
3. Users stop innovating due to the lack of or too little benefits and too high
costs to overcome the obstacles.
The empirical dataset that has been used to test the propositions is gathered with
an online survey in the WordPress extension development community. This case
presents the opportunity to study the obstacle that users face during their innovative
efforts. The WordPress user innovators have a whole array of technical toolkits for
user innovation to their disposal; these toolkits are suitable for innovators with a
wide range of technical capabilities. The objective of the survey was designed to
gather two different dataset from this audience. The first aim was to determine
whether or not a user innovator discontinued an innovative development effort. The
second aim was to gather data about essential factors in the considerations of the
respondent. This data was obtained by asking the respondent to indicate to what
extent they agreed with statements concerning relevant benefit, costs, experience,
and knowledge factors.
The three propositions were tested with three separate regression analyses. None of
the analyses could confirm the propositions, which makes it difficult to answer our
research questions. It even provided confusing results indicating that costs and
benefits did not have any influence on the user’s decision to stop innovating. At the
same time an adjacent question in the survey indicated that benefits, costs, or the
combination of the two, influence the user in his decision to discontinue an
innovative efforts. In the discussion following the rejection of all three propositions
the thesis concluded that cost and benefit factors remain the most probable
influence factors for the user’s decision to discontinue an innovative effort. The main
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argument for this conclusion is that four-fifth of the users that halted their innovative
effort indicated that one or both of these factors influenced their decision to
discontinue their effort. Therefore, the conducted research cannot reject that costs,
benefits or a combination of the two are plausible factors that can halt users to stop
innovating.
Flaws in the research design can explain the rejection of the three propositions by
the regression tests. The thesis has delivered further insight into why the research
design fails to deliver the desired insights. The main problem with the dataset,
which was gathered through a survey, was that it was not designed to survey the
respondents about the benefits and costs in relation to a project that they
discontinued, but it was designed to study whether the decisions to discontinue an
innovative effort could have been rooted in a certain benefit and cost pattern.
The main conclusion of the discussion and evaluation of the research design was
that an inductive and qualitative research approach would have been more likely to
construct a model in which the benefits and costs are related to the user’s decision
to discontinue his innovation effort. The phenomenon of user innovators that stop
their innovative efforts is difficult to study. The challenges of studying this
phenomenon are mainly due to the complexity of the benefit structures, which differ
from person to person but are influenced by a social constructed understanding of
benefits and costs in a given context. To study this social phenomenon the research
design needs to incorporate sensitivity for context related factors and the
individual’s perception of rewards. By conducting in dept interviews with users
within the WordPress community the research would be better equipped to capture
the complexity of the nature of the benefits. Benefits are the basis of understanding
the phenomenon of users innovators that stop their innovative efforts. This thesis
therefore emphasizes that the complex structure of benefits should be the point of
departure of further research in the scope of this phenomenon.
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Copenhagen
April 23, 2007
Dear respondent,
Hereby, I would like to invite you to participate in a survey about the barriers that user
innovators (as WordPress’ plug-in, theme and hack developers) face in their
development process. This survey is part of a master thesis research project that I am
currently completing at Copenhagen Business School (Denmark).
The objective of this project is to investigate and describe the barriers that user
innovators are confronted with during their innovative endeavors (e.g. building
WordPress extensions). Understanding the characteristics of these ‘barriers’ is an
important aspect of understanding the ‘user innovation’ phenomena. When vendors of
products have a good comprehension of the ‘user innovation’ concept they will be able
to provide better tools to users that would like to modify or innovate on top of the
standard product. The aim of this survey is to gather the necessary data that will
enables me to analyze and describe the barriers.
In the WordPress context this survey is aimed at successful or unsuccessful
developers of plug-ins, themes and (source code) hacks. I selected the WordPress
user community because of its size, activity and the opportunities for innovation and
modification that are available to users with various levels of technical capabilities.
Completing the survey below will take you approximately five minutes.
In the final section of the end of the survey you can leave your name and e-mail
address so that I can share the findings of my study with you. If you prefer anonymity,
please point your RSS reader to http://userinnovation.wordpress.com/.
Kind regards,
Jochem Donkers
jodo04ab@student.cbs.dk

A: Barriers
*1. Have you ever discontinued the development of a plug-in, theme or hack?
Choose only one of the following

Yes, I discontinued one or more plug-in, theme or hack development projects that I initially started.
No, I completed all plug-in, theme or hack development projects I started.
I never engaged in any WordPress plug-in, theme or hack development.

*Only if question 1 is answered with: "Yes, I discontinued one or more plug-in, theme or hack development
projects that I initially started."
1a.:Do you think that you could have overcome the factors that made you discontinue with a minor effort?
Yes
No

*Only if question 1 is answered with: "Yes, I discontinued one or more plug-in, theme or hack development
projects that I initially started."
1b: What was the most important factor that made you decide to discontinue the development of a plug-in,
theme or hack?
Choose only one of the following
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On further consideration the plug-in, theme or hacks did not have sufficient benefits (e.g. use, learning) to proceed.
On further consideration the development costs (e.g. time) of the plug-in, theme or hacks were to high to proceed.
A combinatie of the two above.
Other

*Only if question 1 is answered with: "I never engaged in any WordPress plug-in, theme or hack development.
"
1c: What is the reason that you never engaged in any WordPress development?
Choose only one of the following

I would have liked to develop my own plug-ins, themes and hacks, but the prospects of the whole development process
withheld me from doing so.
I never had a need for developing my own WordPress plug-ins, themes or hacks.

B: Knowledge
*2: What is the state of your knowledge about PHP, MySQL and WordPress?
Strongly
disagree
1

2

3

4

5

Strongly
agree
7

6

I have extensive knowledge of PHP and MySQL.
I have extensive knowledge of (x)HTML and CSS
I have extensive knowledge of WordPress’ coding standards and API.
I have extensive knowledge of WordPress’ design and layout
standards.

*3: What is your experience with web related development and WordPress in particular?
Strongly
disagree
1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
agree
7

I have extensive experience with creating new plug-ins.
I have extensive experience with modifying existing plug-ins.
I have extensive experience with creating new themes.
I have extensive experience with modifying existing themes.
I have extensive experience with creating new source code hacks.
I have extensive experience with modifying existing source code
hacks.

C: Benefits of your innovations
*4: What are the benefits you associate with your WordPress related development efforts (themes, plug-ins
and source code hacks)?
Strongly
disagree
1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
agree
7

Using my own developed plug-ins, themes and source code hacks is a great
reward for me.
I do my WordPress development in the context of client work, and thus I am
paid for my time.
Personal learning from the developing a plug-ins, themes or source code
hacks is a great reward for me.
Recognition from other community members (e.g. through the use of your
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plug-in, theme or source code hack) is a great reward?
Signaling my skills to others (e.g.: potential employers, clients or venture
capitalist) is a great reward for me.

*4a: Do you have any additional comments or remarks concerning the benefits you derive from your efforts?
Choose only one of the following

Yes
No

D: Costs of your innovations
*5: Costs related to the development of WordPress plug-ins, themes or source code hacks.
Strongly
disagree
1

2

3

4

5

6

Strongly
agree
7

The acquisition of new knowledge of WordPress’ coding standards and API is
a great cost for me.
The acquisition of new knowledge of WordPress’ design and layout standards
is a great cost for me.
The acquisition of new PHP and MySQL related knowledge is a great cost for
you?
The acquisition of new (x)HTML and CSS related knowledge is a great cost
for you?
The time you spend on developing a plug-in, theme or source code
modification is a great cost for you?

*5a: Do you have any additional comments or remarks related to the costs of your efforts?
Choose only one of the following

Yes
No

E: Demographic information
*6: What is your professional status?
Choose only one of the following

I am a student.
I am a full-time employee in a firm or public institution.
I am retired.
Other

7: What is highest education that you have completed?
Choose only one of the following

Please choose..

8: How old are you?
Choose only one of the following

Please choose..

*9: You gender:
Female
Male
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10: Where are you located?
Choose only one of the following

Please choose..

F: Results
If you would like to receive an email with information about the results of this study please leave your e-mail
address and name below.
Name:
E-mail address:

submit

This survey is not currently active. You will not be able to save your responses.
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